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1. The Appva2s Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of

Persons RcsponsiMc for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of International

Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens

responsible for genocide and other such violations committed in the territory of

neighbouring States between 1 January and 31 December 1994 ("the Appeals Chamber"

and "the Tribunal’:’ respectively) is seized of an appeal filed by the Prosecution ("the

Appellant") against; the Judgement rendered by THai Chamber I of the Tribunal ("the Trial

Chamber") on 7 June 2001 in the case of The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagilishema, Case No.

ICTR-95-1A-T (the: "Judgement").

On 3 July :2002, following the Appeal Hearing of 2 July 2002 in Arusha, the

Appeals Chamber rendered its Judgement, unanimously dismissing the Appe~ filed by the

Prosecution. On &at occasion, the Appeals Chamber indicated that the reasons for its

Judgement would be, made available to the parties as soon as possible.

3. Accordingly., the Appe~s Chamber

SETS OUT I~RE]EN THE REASONS FOR ITS JUDGEMENT.

Case No.: ICTR-95.1A.A
13 Dec0mb, r 2002



L INTRODUCTION

4. The amended .Indictment of 17 September 1999, on the basis of which Ignace

Bagilishema (the "~Respondenf’, "Bagilishema’" or the "Accused") was tried, charged the

Respondent with involvement in criminal acts perpetrated in Mabanza commune between 1

April and 31 July 1994 (the "Indictment"). In his capacity as bourgmestre of the said

commune, Bagilishema was charged under Articles 6(1) and 6(3) of the Statute (individual

criminal responsibRity) with seven distinct counts in respect of the following crimes:

genocide, punishable under Article 2(3)(a) of the Statute (Count 1); complicity in genocide,

punishable under Article 2(3)(e) of the Statute (Count 2); crimes against humanity,

punishable under ~axicles 3(a), 3(b) and 30) of the Statute (Counts 3, 4 and 5); 

violations of common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions and of Additional Protocol II,

punishable under A.~icles 4(a) and 4(e) of the Statute (Counts 6 and 

5. On 18 September 1999, Bagilishema pleaded not gttilty, to all the counts in the

Indictment. The trial commenced on 27 October 1999, and ended on 19 October 2000,

when the case was adjourned for deliberation.

6. In its Judgement rendered on 7 June 2001, the Trial Chamber acquitted Bagilishema

on all counts in the Indictment.1 The Chamber also ordered the immediate release of the

Accused pursuant to Rule 99(A) of the Tribunars Rules of Procedure and Evidence (the

"’Rules").

B. AvDeal Proc ~eea|n~,:~2

7. The Prosecution appealed the Judgement on 9 July 2001. It advanced three grounds

of appeal. Two of these contained several submissions, which the Appeals Chamber

summarized as follows at the appeal hearing:3

It should be noted that the Accused was unanimously found not guilty of Counts 1, 6 and 7 of the Indictment,
and. not guilty of Counts 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Indictment by a majority (Judge Gfiney appended a Separate and
Dissenting Opinion) Judge Asoka de Z
De ’ ’ ¯ Gunawardana appended a Separate Opinion to the Judgement.tails of rhc proceediJ.~gs are found in Anuex A.

3 T(A), 2 Yu]y 2002, p. 4 ~t seq.

Case No.: ICTR..95-L.%A
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Ground. 1: 1.allegations of en’ors relating to Article 6(3) of th~ Statute, which comprises
three submissions:

First aRd second st~bmission: The Trial Chamber cazcd in law and fact in its
assvsrancnt of the mental clement provided for in Article 6(3) of the Statute. The
Trial Chamber is alleged to have committed an exror of law as a result of having
failed to ask whether Bagfllshema had reason to k~ow that crimes had been
committed by his subordinates at the W~pro roadblock. Assuming that ~he
Appc~s Ctlambcr is of ~e opinion tlmt the Trial Chamber has examined the test
of whether ~e Respondent had reasou to know, the Trial Chamber committed a
fa.ctu,~.l error for having found that the Respondent had no "reason to know" that
crlme~ had been comm/tted at the Trafipro roadblock.

The Trial Chamber made a wrong legal analysis of" the
superior-subordinate relationship under Article 6(3) of the Statute.

~J~l.~: Allegation of ~rors relating to the admission of written confessions of
Witnesses AA, Z and Y.

Ground 8: Allegation of errors relating to the assessment and vvaluation of
evidcztce relating to the Trafipro roadblock and the Gatwm’o Stadium. With regard
to this ground of app¢~ the Prosecutor alleged ~ general errors and thrc~
"s~pcc~fiC’’ errors.

(i) First erro~: Application of a wrong criteria with regard to the asscssmcnt of
evidence relating to the presence of the Accused at the Gatwaro Stadium during
the pc.tied when the refugees w~ locked up and subjected to mal~:cammnL as
well as during the Gatwaro attack;

(il) ~j~ond error: The Trial Chamber erred in its use of prior written statements;

(fii) ~’drd error: Erroneous finding relating to Wimcss Z.

(B) "Specific" errors:

(i) Fb’;t error. Error relating to the assessment mad~ by the Trial Chamber
regarding the ~vidcnce tend#red with regard to Trafipro roadblock;

(fi) S~::ond error: Error in the assessment of the evidence relating to the murder of
Judith,’

(’tii) Third error: Error relating to the assessment of evidence relating to th~
pre.~nce of the Accused at tho Gatwaro Stadium on 13, 14 and 18 April 1994.

Cas~ No.: ICTR-95-1A-A
13 December 2002 ,:



C,, Standard of review for an a.nveaI afain~t aequitt~

8~ The present appeal is filed by the Prosecution against acquittal by the Trial

Chamber. This typ~ of appeal is provided for under Article 24 of the Tribunal’s Statute,

which states that ~,e two parties may lodge an appeal on ~ounds of an error of law or of
4 .fact. On several occasions, the Appeals Chamber has reitcratod the standards to be applied

in considering errors on a question of law and errors of fact raised in an appeal against

conviction. 5 However, the Appeals Chamber has never had the opportunity to define the

standards to be applied in considering appeals by the Prosecution against acquittal, and

deems it necessary to do so in the present matter, inasmuch as the greater part of the

Prosecution’s grounds of appeal relates to allegations of errors of fact.

9. With regard to allegations of errors on a question of law, the Appeals Chamber

considers that the sumdards of review are the same for the two types of appeal: following

the example of a p~rty appealing against conviction, an appeal by the Prosecution against

acquittal, which alleges that the Trial Chamber committed an error on a question of law,

must establish that the error invalidates the decision.

10. With regard to errors of fact in appeals against conviction, the Appeals Chamber

applies the standard of the "unreasonableness" of the impugned finding. The Appeals

Chamber must deter~ne whether the finding of guilt beyond reasonable doubt is one which

no reasonable tribunal of fact could have reached, it being understood that the Appeals

Chamber can only overturn a decision of the Trial Chamber where the aBeged error of fact

* Article 24 of the Statute provides as follows:

"1. Tbe Appeals Chamber shalt hear appeals from persons convicted by the Trial Chambers or from the
Prosecution on the following grounds:
(a) An error on a que:.~tion of law invalidating the decision; 
(b) An error of fact wMch has occasioned a miscarriage of justice.
2. The Appeals Chamber may affirm, rvverse or revise the decisions taken by the Trial Chambers," (Emphasis
added).
Article 24 of the Tribu~d’s Statute is similar to Article 25 of the Statute of the International Ckiminal Tribunal
for the l~oxm~ Yugoslavia ("ICTY"). It should be noted that in his Report S/25704 (devoted to ICIT), 
Sccretary-Oeneral of the United Nations indicated that "It]he right of appeal should be exer¢isablo on two
grc~nds: an error on a q~estion of law invalidating the decision or, an et’t’or of fact which has occasioned a
miscarriage of ’ " ~’JUSticv. j he Prosecutor should also be entitled to initiate appeal proceedings on the same

r, U "o ntis , para. 117 (emI.~hasls added).
Musema Appeal J’udgement, paras, 15 Io 21; Kayishema/Ruzindaaa Appeal J’udgcment, para, 320; Akayesu

Appeal Judgement, paras. 174 to 179.

Ca~ No.: ICTR-95-1A-A
13 December 2002



occasioned a miscarriage of justice. An appellant who alleges an error of fact must therefore

show both the error that was committed and the miscarriage of justice resulting therefrom:

t 1. As the Appeals Chambers of both the ICTR and the ICTY have repeatedly stressed,

an appeal is not an oppommity for a de novo review of the case. The Appeals Chamber

"’will not /ightly d~isturb findings of fact by a Trial Chamber.’’7 Because "[t]he task of

hearing, assessing and weigb.ing the evidence presented at trial is left to the Judges sitting in

a Trial Chamber, [...] lilt is only when the evidence retied on by the Trial Chamber could

not reasonably have been accepted by arty reasonable person that the Appeals Chamber can

substitute its own finding for that of the Trial Chamb~.’’s Two judges, both acting

reasonably, can come to different conclusions on the basis of the same evidence.9

12. The Appeah~ Chamber has also repeatextly explained the reasons for this deference to

the factual findings of the Trial Chambers. As the ICTY Appeals Chamber put it in the

upres’kie Appeal Judgement:

The Trial Chamber has the advantage of observing witnesses in potion and so is better
positioned than the Appeals Chamber to assess the reliability and credibility of the
evidenco. Accordingly, it is primarily for the Trial Chamber to determine whether a
witness is credible and to decide which witness’ testimony to pmfor, without necessarily
articulating every ste~ of the reasoning in reaching a decision on those points, lo

13. The same st~mdard of unreasonableness and the same deference to factual findings

of the Trial Chamber apply when the Prosecution appeals against an aeqmttal. Thus, when

considering an appeal by the Prosecution, as when considering an appeal by the accused, the

Appeals Chamber will only hold that an error of fact was committed when it determines that

no reasonable trier of fact could have made the challenged fmdiug.

14. Under Article 24(1)(b) of the Statute, the Prosecution, Like the accused, 

demonstrate "an error of fact that occasioned a miscarriage of justice." For the error to be

one that occasioned a miscarriage of justice, it must have been "critical to the verdict

M~ema Appeal Judgement, pant, 17; Akayesu Appeal Judgement, para. 178,
7 Muaema Appeal Judgeme.nt, pa~, 18 (quoting Furund~ija Aplmal Judgement, par~ 37); se~ also Tadid

AP~ Judgeme, nt, p~& 64; Aleksovski A al J’ud ¢. ppe ~m nt, para. 6~

~ara,gem~nt’435, paras. ~ and 40; Kupretki# A/~peal .Tudgeanent, paras, 30 and 32; (~elebMi Appeal J’udgoment,
See, e.g,, Tad/dAppea] J’udgomcnt, para. 64.

Case No.: IC~-95- IA,-A
13 December 2002



reached.’’11 Because the Prosecution bears the burden at trial of proving the guilt of the

accused beyond a reasonable doubt, the significance of an error of fact occasioning a

miscarriage of justice is somewhat different for a Prosecution appeal against acquittal than

for a defence appeal against conviction. An accused must show that the Trial Chamber’s

factual errors create a reasonable doubt as to his guilt. The Prosecution faces a more

difficult task. It must show that, when account is taken of the errors of fact committed by

the Trial Chamber, all reasonable doubt of the accused’s guilt has been eliminated.

II. INADMISSIBILITY OF THE PROSECUTION’S APPEAL

15. The Respondent argues that the Appellant’s Brief is inadmissible because (1) the

Prosecution did not comply with the Practice Direction on the Length of Briefs and Motions

on Appeal right from the beginning of the appeal process, and (2) the decision rendered 

30 November 200:t by the Pre-hearing Judge was violated. Generally speaking, the

Respondent request~ the Appeals Chamber:

[...] to note (i) that the Prosecution has been granted several extensions of time to file its
Brief in compliance with th~ Practice Direction of 13.8.01; (ii) that notwithstanding the
various extensions, thv Prosecutor has not respected the time-limits grantvd him; and Off)
that his Brief violates Article 20 (a) of the Statute, and, consequently, to find and rule
that the third vc, rslon of try Prosecutor’s Appeal Brivf of 19 December 2001 is
inadmissible, ,and, accordingly to dismiss the notice of appeal,n

t 6. On 13 August 2001, the Presiding Judge of the Appeals Chamber sig-ned the Practice

DJ.rection on the Length of Briefs and Motions on Appeal (the "Practice Direction"), which

came htto force on the day it was notified to the parties, namely 19 September 2001.13 The

Prosecution filed its Appeal Brief on 29 October 2001, in conformity with the guidelines

laid down by the Pre-hearing Judge.14 On 2 November 2001, the Prosecution filed a motion

in which it acknowledged that its Appeal Brief exceeded the maximum number of pages set

~o K~preYkid Appeal Iudgzrnent, para. 32; se.~ Kunarac Appeal Judgement, para. 40.
ll Kupre~id Appeal Judgement,
u Re _ , para. 29.

spoaaent s Brief, pata. 54.
13 Th,o ~*’raetice Dir~tion was indeed served by the Registry on the various Offices el the
Haga~ and in Arusha) on 18 September Prosecutorz,i "Decision ’"Motion for ext, " . 00, I and on all Defenc.~ Counsel on 18 and 19 Sepi~mbea- 2 I! at The

~Islon of tfllle, The PrO,t’ecutor .. O0 _
rendered on 1 October 2C01. v. xgnace Bagdlshema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A.A,

Case No.: ICTR-95- I.A-A

13 December 2002



forth in the Practice Direction,15 and requested the Appeals Chamber to admit its Brief as

filed on 29 October 2001 and, in the alternative, to grant it an extension of seven (7) days 

file a new Brief. On 30 November 2001, the Pre-hearing Judge ruled on the Motion as

follows:

Whereas, as a t~StlIt, the Appellant’s Brief is not in order, and whereas it is necessary for
the Appellant to comply with the requirements of the Practice Direction; whereas the
intcrcsts of jttstice require that the Appellant should File" a new brief within a reasonable
time-limit, and whereas the seven.day extension of time requested by the Appellant to
Rle a new br, bf is reasonable;

[...] Grant th~ alternative request in the Prosecution’s Motion and Order the Prosecution
to file an AppeHant’s Brief that complies with the criteria ~t forth in the Practice
Direction wil:hin seven (7) days from the date of this Decision.ie

i7, The Prosecution filed a second version of its appeal brief on 7 December 2001, in

conformity with the aforementioned Decision of the Pie-hearing Judge. On 14 December

2001, the Deputy Registrar of the Tribunal informed the President and Judges of the

Appeals Chamber that the Appellant’s Brief, containing more than 40,000 words, did not

conform to the Practice Direction nor to the Pre-hearing Yudge’s Decision of 30 November

2001.

18. On 19 December 2001, the Prosecution filed a motion requesting the Pro-bearing

/udge to accept the observations of the Registry with respect to the number of words

contained in the brief, and acknowledged that the said brief did not conform to the criteria

set out in the Pracutce Direction. It further requested the Appeals Chamber to ~.nt the

Prosecution a further extension of time to enable it to file a brief in corfforntity with the

Practice Direction, which was attached to the motion. In its motion, the Prosecution

explained that it had concentrated on reducing the number of pages without paying attention

~s In support of its motion, the Prosecution explained that "In the eveaing of Wednesday 31 Octobar 2001, the

Prosecution was irttbrmcd by the Registry that the Prosecution’s Appeal Brief did not conform with Section
l(a) of the Practice Direction, in that it exceeded 100 pages or 30,000 words. The Appeals Section in The
Hague did not receive a copy of the Practice Direction before [...] 1 November 2001, at which date the
Appeals Section received a copy from the Office of the Prosecutor in Amsha." Cf, ’Trosecution’s Urgent
Motion for Authorisatiort to Exceed the page limit to the Prosecution’s Appeal Brief and Alteraativc Request
/br Extension of Time", The Prosecutor v, 1gnace Bagilish~ma, Case No. ICTR-95-1A.A, 2 November 2001,

~aras. 6 and 7."I)e~sion ("Respondent’s Motion for translation and request for extension of time"; "Prosecution’s Urgent
Motion for Authorisation to exc.eed the page limit to the Prosccution’s Appeal Brief and alternative Re~jucst

30fOrNovvmbereXtensi°n 2001,°f time"),p. 4. The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagili,¢hema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-A, rendered on

Case No.: ICTR-95-1A.A I0

12t December 2002



to the number of words on each page, and that upon receiving the observations of the

Registry, it had rexiuced its brief to 29,867 words.

19. On the same day, the Pre-hea~g Judge rendered the following Decision:

Considering that the Decision of 30 November 2001 directed the Prosecution to file an
Appellant’s Brief in compliance with the applicable Practice Direction;

Whereas the arguments put forth by the Prosecution in support of its motion in
themselves d,.~ not constitute sufficient justification for an ©xtonsion of time;

Whereas, however, to erasure that the proceedings are not unduly delayed, it is necessary
to allow the Appdlant to file the now Brief as attached to his Motion;

Whereas furthermore by failing to tile an Appollant’s Brief in compliance with the
Decision of 30 November 200I, the Appellant failed to comply with the order of the Pre-
heating ffudge in the said Decision and having asceaaincd Appellant’s non-compliance
with this order, the Appeals Chamber will take appropriate disciplinary measures, if
necessary an.;l at the right moment.

For the foregoing reasons, we

Allow the Ar/~Ilant to file his n~w Brief attached to the motion for extension of time;

Requcsf the Registry to tram/am the new Appellant’s Brief into French and to serve the
said documen~ on the parties before 7 lamutry 2002;

At’firm that, at this stage of appeal proceedings, time allotted for response by the
Respondent will commence when the Registry serves the Respondent and his Counsel
with the French version of the new Appellant’s Brief. ~*

20. Before the Appeals Chamber, the Respondent submits that the appropriate

disciplinary measure is a declaration of nullity of the AppeUant’s Brief, which, according to

~he Respondent, was filed out of time.is In support of his argument, the Respondent refers to

the Kayishema/Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, which states:

[...] proeedurfl time-limits m’e to be respected and [...] are indispensable to the proper
functioning o1" the Tribmml and to the fulfilment of its mission to do justice. Violation of
these time-lira:its, unaccompanied by any showing of good cause, will not be tolerated.t9

21. The Appeal:~; Chamber rejects the Respondent’s arguments. Considering the

exceptional circumstances of this case, the Appeals Chamber holds that there is no reason

~7 "Decision ("Prosecutio:a’s Urgent Motion for extension of time to Me its appeal brief in compliance with the

Practice Direction on the length of Briefs and Motions on Appeal"), The Prosecutor v. lgnace BagiILvhema,
Case No. ICTR-95-1A.A, renderext on 19 December 2001, p. 3 (emphasis added),
1~ T(A), 2 Jtlly 2002, p. 179.

11
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0

for imposing any specific disciplinary measure on the Prosecution. The disciplinary

measure consisting in declaring the Appellant’s Brief irregular and the appeal inadmissible

because of non-compliance with the requirements of the Practice Direction is inappropriate

in the instant case and would be quite disproportionate, In the case of The Prosecutor v.

Kayishema and Rgffndana, the decision of the Appeals Chamber setting the deadline for the

filing of briefs was clear, but the Prosecution failed to comply with it. It did not seek an

extension of time 1:.o fLl0 its brief prior to that deadline; its motion for clarification of the

time-linfits was filed late, and the AppeaIs Chamber considered, in the judgement, that it

had failed to substantiate the basis upon which it was seeking relief. Its formal motion for

extension of time was finally submitted over two months after the deadline had expired. The

Prosecution also: failted to comply with the new deadline set by the Pre-hearing ludge. There

was therefore a repeated pattern of non-compliance and a lack of diligence on the part of the

Prosecution in the Kayishema/Ruzindana case. In the present case, however, the failure to

comply is of a markedly different nature; the Prosecution did fzle its brief in conformity

with the guidelines set by the Pre-hearing Judge.

22. Fhrthermore, the Prosecution, after accepting the observations of the Registry

regarding the number of words in the brief and acknowledging that the brief in question did

not comply with the criteria set out in the Practice Direction, took the necessary steps to

cure the non-compliance with the text referred to above. The Appeals Chamber considers

that the Prosecution has thus shown proof of dispatch in filing a new brief in compliance

with the criteria in the Practice Direction on the same day that it filed the motion for

extension of time. T~e Prosecution therefore took the necessary steps to correct its error as

quickly as possible and immediately after the problem was brought to its notice. In any

case, the Defence has failed to establish that he was prejudiced in any way.

23. For these r~asons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses all of the Respondent’s

arguments on the ir~dmissibility of the appeal.

~9 Kayishema/Ruzindana .Appeal Judgement, para. 46 (footnotes Omitted).

Ca~ No,; ICTR-95-1A-A 12
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FIRST GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGATIONS OF ERRORS

RELATING TO ARTICLE 6(3) OF THE STATUTE

24, In its Rrst ground of appeal, the Prosecution advances three submissions relating to

the analysis made by the Trial Chamber of the Respondent’s responsibility founded on

Article 6(3) of the Statute and to the findings based thereon with regard to the crimes

committed at the Tr, xfipro roadblock in Mabanza commune:2°

First submission: the Trial Chamber committed an error in not ruling on the

issue as to whether the Respondent "had reason to know" that crimes had been

committ~ by his subordinates at the Trafipro roadblock;21

Second ~ubmission: the Trial Chamber committed an error in finding that the

Respondent did "not have reason to know" that crimes had been committed by

his subordinates at the said roadblock;22 and

Third submission: the Trial Chamber committed an error of law hx its legal

analysis c)f the conditions required for a person to be considered as a superior

within ~te meaning of Article 6(3) of the Statute?3

25. With regard to the first two submissions, the Prosecution requests the Appeals

Chamber to quash the acquittal of the Respondent on Counts i, 3 and 6 of the Indictment

and to remit the c)~se to a Trial Chamber. On the basis of the third submission, the

Prosecution requests this Chamber to note the errors raised and to make the necessary

corrections in the interests of jllstiC¢.24

1, Whether the Trial Chamber considered the "h_,.d re~son to know" test

26. The Appeals Chamber emphasizes, first of all, that the Prosecution does not contest

the analysis which "the Trial Chamber made of the applicable law,z~ but only contests the

20 Appellant’s Brief, par~u 2.4.
21 IBM., paras. 2.5 and 2,39 to 2,44.

~2/bid_, paras. 2.45 to 2.,S9.z~ Ibid., paxa. 2.70

~Appellant’s Brief, par~.,.~. 2.68, 2.69 and 2,75; T(A), 2 July 2002, p. 
Trial Judgement paras. 44 to 46 include. etscq,
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.....

application by the ,said Chamber of the criteria set out in Article 6(3) of the Statute. The

Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber commitmd an error of law in not sceking to

know whether the Accused "had reason to know" in terms of Article 6(3) of the Stamt,, or,

in other words, wh,.-ther he possessed information which put him on notice of the risk of

crimes being commitmd or crimes which have been committed and requiring him to carry

out an additional investigation or punish his subordinates guilty of such crimes.2~

27. For a proper interpretation of the "had reason to know" standard, the Prosecution

relics on the manner in which this issue was addressed in the Celebidi Appeal Judgement27

and proposes an interpretation of the concept of "inqnlry notice" (i.e., a supefior’s

affirmative duty to inquire further when put on notice). The Prosecution dwells at length on

the question of applying the above standard to civilian superiors in support of its argument

that the said obligation applies to all superiors,z~ Referring to paragraphs 966 to 989 of the

Trial ludgemenL the. Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber only tried to establish, on the

basis of direct or ck-cumstantial evidence, that the Respondent had actual knowledge of the

facts. 29 According to the Prosecution, the Trial Chamber’s findings in paragraphs 988 and

989 of the Judgement reveal that the "had reason to know" standard was not examinedJ° It

further submits that insofar as the standard of criminal negligence as applied by the Trial

Chamber3J differs Rein that used in the Celebidi Appeal /udgement, it is necessary to

determine whether the legal ingredients required for criminal negligence32 could amount to

the "had reason to krtow" standard,33 in accordance with the Celebidi jurisprudence.34

2~Appellant’s Brief, para. 2.40
27 T

~’ * P(A), 2 lilly 2002, p. ,2; Appellant s Brief, paras. 2,6 to 2.14.
28 The Prosecution eon~iders that "this is an important question on whi0h it would be appropriate for this

Appeals Chamb~ to pronounce, not only in view of this case on appeal, but also in view of the guidance that
needs to be given to the Tilal Chamtmrs and the parties in other cases." The Prosecution is referring here to
paragraph 240 of the L~e~ebidi Appaal Judgement. Cf, Appdlam’s Brief, paras. 2,14 to 2.38. See also T(A), 

~/eby 2~2, p. 30: ’q’be Pros~cution’s submission is that, the concept of inquiry notice, as developed by the
idi Appeals Chamber applies to all superiors under the Statut0 roga~ss of their formal or legal status,

2r~gardless of whether they are civilian or militia."
.~ppellant’s Brief. para. 2.40; T(A), 2 July 2002, p. 41.

~Appe~ant’s Brief, pars, 2,41>, T(A), 2 July 2002, pp. 41-69..
’~l I~ should be noted that the Euglish version of the ,ludgement uses the two expressions "gross negligence"
and "criminal negllgenee" (Cf Trial JudgemenL for example paras. 897 and 1005).
32 Appdlant’s Brief, para. 2.42. The Prosecution is referring to the elements applied by the Trial Chamber in

~aras. 1011 and 1012 of ~.he Judgement.
Appellant’s Brief, paras. 2,42 and 2.43,
According to the Respondent, the Appellant misinterpreted the ~elebidi Appeal ludgoment (Respondent’s

Brief, 1tara. 122). "Fne Respondent submits that the ICTY Appeals Chamber deafly hdd that whereas it is not
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28. After considering the Appellant’s arguments, the Appeals Chamber hoMs, for the

reasons set out below, that the Trial Charabcr actually examined the "had reason to know"

standard. However,, the distinction between the "knowledge" and "had reason to know"

standards could have been expressed more clearly by the Trial Chamber. The "had reason to

know" standard does not require that actual knowledge, ei~r explicit or circumstantial, be

established. Nor does it require that the Chamber be satisfied that the accused actually knew

that crimes had been committed or were about to be committed. It merely requires that the

Chamber be satisfied that the accused had "some general information in his possession,

which would put him on notice of possible unlawful acts by his subordinates.,,3 5

29. In paragraph 896 of the ]rudgement, the Trial Chamber set forth the standard for

establishing the Accused’s mens rea under Article 6(3) of the Stature:

[...] the knowledge elcu~nt of uuperior responsibility will be fulfillexl if the Accused
actually knew of one or more crimes committed or about to be ecumnitted in connection
with a roadblock, or alternatively was put on notice and failed to inqttirv further.~t~

The Trial Chamber further considered "’knowledge’ [as] an indispensable element of [...J

the liability of a superior [...]", by holding that "the mental element of knowledge [must be]

demonstrated beyond reasonable do ,,37ubt. On the basis of this definition, the Trial Chamber
found, after examining the direct evidence, that it was not in a position to establish that the

Accused had knowledge of the murders of 1udith and BigiHmana.3s It therefore proceeded

to examine the con~pt of"knowledge", or the Accused’s mens tea under Article 6(3) of the

requirsd that the superi¢)r actually acquaint hbnsolf with the information (whether it was provided or made
av~e to him), the rek~vant information only needs to be in the lmssession of the SUl~rior. (See also T(A), 
July 2002, pp. 208-214). Furthermore,, tho Respondent considers that the Prosecution is "attempting to usv thv
Bagilishema case to solve the legal issue of liability of military or civilian su ’ "

I~ttors and submits that th~standard set out in the ~elebidi Appeal Judgement ought not to apply to civilian su~riors (Respondent’s
Brief, paras. 124 and 14.1; T(A), 2 July 2002, p. 210). With respect to the Pros¢~’ution’s main contention, 
believea that the Trial Chamber "explicitly and hnpHc{tly" applied the ’%~I reason to know" s~dard
(Respond~nt’s Brief, paras. 142 and 151). The Respondent points out that the fact that the Trial Chamimr
concluded that there we~.- two po~ibl¢ groups of mabordinat~s (the communal poli¢~ and pexsons staffing the
roadblocks) necessarily limits the obtigation to assess the Respondeat’s me~ tea in respect of the unlawful
aots which may have been committed by these groups (or individuals in the group) (Ibid., para. 145), and that
the tost for criminal negl [pence ertcompass~ the "had reason to know" concept. (Ibid., pata. 156).~5 ~¢lebidi Appeals Judgement, pat. 238.
36Era .....pnasls aclcled.
3~ Trial ~rudgement, pata. 967. It follows fi’.om this paragraph that a supe~or’s "knowl~Ige" covets the two

ooStandards’, narnolyo (1) the Respondent ’knew’ or (2) the Rospondent "had reason to know Trial Judgement, para. 975.
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Statute, on the basi,; of the available circumstantial evidence, guided by the indicia set down

by the Commission of Exports in its Final Report.a9

30. The Appeal,,; Chamber recalls that the murders of Judith and Bigirimana are the only

criminal acts acknowledged by the Trial Chamber as having been perpetrated by

subordinates of the, Respondent. With regard to the murder of Bigirimana, the Trial

Chamber held in paragraph 974 of the Judgement that it was not convinced that the Accused

had been noHfied of the imminent offence by Bigirimana’s wife. ~ It also underscored the

fact that "it [was] not possible [...] to look to other known facts in an effort to determine

whether the Accused was at his office or at the bureau communal, or at any rate close by,

when the offence was committed." The Trial Chamber further held that "[a]s the Accused’s

location is unknown for the date on which Bigidmana was killed, the corresponding

indicium of knowledge does not enter into the Chamber’s eaJculations. ’’41 With respect to

the murder of Judith, the Trial Chamber, in considering the Accused’s responsibility as

superior, 42 took into account its earlier findings, and in particular, the fact that the

Respondent denied having had knowledge of the .murder of Judith. 43 Besides, it appears

from paragraphs 985 et seq. of the Trial Judgement that the Trial Chamber considered the

39 Trial Judgement, paza. 968. The Trial Chamber is referring to paragraph 386 of the ~elebidi Appeal

Judgement, which in lure refers to the following indicia featuring in the said Report (United Nations
Commission of Experts Report S/1994/674): the nunab~ of illegal acts, the tylm of illegal acts, the scope of
illegal acts, the time dl.u’ing which the illegal acts occurred, the number and type of troops involved, the
logisliCS involved..if ar~V, the geographical location of the acts, the widespread occun~n¢~ of the acts, the
tactical tempo of oper~ons, the modus Ol~randi of similar illegal acts, the officers and staff involved, and the
location of the commander at the time.
40 The Trial Chamber irade.e.xl cc~sidere~ that "[W"Jimess Z testified to the effect that the Accused was put on

notice about the inlpettding murders, and zany even have encouraged their commission. In the case of
Bigirimana. and for the reasons given cadiz, the Chamber cannot accept Witness Z’s testimony about the
presence of the Accused at the Trafipro roadblock shortly before Bigirimaua was taken away and killed; nor is
the Chamber convinced that the Accused was notified of the imminent offenco by Bigirimana’s wife. In tho
case of Judith, Witness Z claimed to have conversed with the Accused moments at’tcr Witness Y and
Ru~a led Judith p~t tile window of the Aeeu,~d’s office. However, for the reasons given above, the
Chamber has decided to disregard his evidence." 6~. Trial Judgement, par& 974.~! Trial Judgement, para. 977.
42 Ibid., para. 966.
43 The Trial Chamber in fact considered in para. 962 of the Judgement that "lilt Js arguable that ff the Accused

had s~en the group pass before his window he would have appreciated ~e Hk¢lihood of an imminent offence.
[.~.]. However, /n the absence of any evidence that the Accused noticed tlze procession, this line of

~,.gmfntation l~ds nowhere." (¢mpl~is added). Furthermore, the Td~l ChRmbot emphasized that Witness 
~.he Prosecution s own witness, effectively invited to allude to a tolerance for criminal conduct in the

proxLndt’y of the bureau communal, spoke insteatd of his own and others’ umre, asonexi conduct at the tLrne." The
unreasoned conduct in question in this par& refers to the fact that Wimesses Y, Z and Rushimba passed in
front of the communal c.~cc, giving the impression that the Accused was informed about the crime ~at was
about to be committed oJ.~ ~e person of Judith. Cf. Trial Judgement, para. 963.
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Prosecution’s theory that the Accused "would have found out about" the murder of Judith

later and "upon l~t:ing informed of the crime should have initiated an investigation to

identify and punish the perpetrators" of the crime. The Trial Chamber also held the view

that "the claim that. Judith’s murder was public knowledge in Mabanza commune [lacked]

sufficient foundation.’’¢4 Following an examination of the indicia relating to the Aceused’s

presence, the geographical location, the time, and modus operandi, the Trial Chamber earae

to the conclusion r.hat there was no evidence to show that the killings of Judith and

Bigirirnana were not just isolated or exceptional incidents, rather than illustrations of a

routine of which the Accused could not plausibly have remained unaware.~ In other words,

the Trial Chamber decided that the evidence put forward by the Prosecution did not prove

beyond reasonable doubt that the Accused had reason to know that murders had been

committed at the Trafipro roadblock.

31. The Appeals Chamber considers that the Prosecution’s submissions are based on a

partial analysis of "the Trial Judgement. The Appeals Chamber concedes that the Trial

Chamber did not cxplicitly refer to the ’Chad reason to know" standard. The Appeals

Chamber believes, however, that simply because the Trial Chamber did not explicitly

declare that the Acctzscd did not "have reason to know" does not mean that the Chamber did

not refer to the standard. An analysis of the ludgement shows that the Trial Chamber indeed

sought to know whether the Accused had sufficient information enabling the Chamber to

find beyond a reasonable doubt that the Accused "had reason to know."

32. Moreover, with regard to the concept of "criminal negligence" challenged by the

Prosecution,46 the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber identified criminal

Trial Judgement, para, 986 (emphasis added).
4s Trial Judgement, para. 980/n fine (emphasis added), In tho original wzsion of the Trial Judgoment, namely

the Er~ish version, para. 980 made: "[,.,] If the murders of 1udith arid Bi~ana were instances of a larger
t~umber of victims of tht~ Trafipro roadblock, the inference that tile Accused knew about the offencos might
have been plausiblo. But there is no evidence to show that the two killings were not just isolated or exceptional
incidents, rather than illustrations of a routine of which the Accused could not plausibly have remained

4G The Prosecution sub~ts indeed that "it is important to examine whether the legal olemcnts of tho standard

which the Trial Chambt~r articulated for criminal negligence could amount to the "had reason to know’"
standard in accordance with th¢ ~.elebi4i jurisprudence." (Appellant’s Brief, para. 2.41 et seq.)
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negligence as a "third basis of liability. ,~7 This form was qualified as a liability by

omission, which takes the form of "criminal dereliction of a public duty.’’4s

33. The AppeaLs Chambsr wishes to recall and to concur with the Celebidi

49jurisprudence, whereby a superior’s responsibility will be an issue only if the superior,

whilst some general information was available to him which would put him on notice of

possible tmlawf~ acts by his subordinates, did not take the necessary and reasonable

measures to prevent the acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.

34. The Statute does not provide for criminal liability other than for those forms of

participation stated therein, expressly or implicitly. In particular, it would be both

unnecessary and unfair to hold an accused responsible under a head of responsibility which

has not clearly been defined in international criminal law.

35. References to "negligence" m the context of superior responsibility are likely to lead

to confusion of thought, as the Iudgement of the Trial Chamber in the present case

illustrates. The law imposes upon a superior a duty to prevent crimes which he knows or has

reason to know were about to be committed, and to punish crimes which he knows or has

reason to know had been committed, by subordinates over whom he has effective control. A

military commander, or a civilian superior, may therefore be held responsible if he fails to

’~ The Trial Chamber slzaed that it would "address these three roadblocks I~low on the basis of all available
evidence concerning their establishment and operation and d~ide whether the Accused is liable under one or
tuore of the thtea forms of liability," (cf. Trial ludgement, paragraph 891). It continued in para, 897 that 
thh’d basis of liability in this context is gross negh’genee." Lastly, the Trial Chamber stated Jn pare. 1014/n
fine that it had given ir~ reasons for being unable to find the Accused guilty under Article 6(1) and 6(3).
Nevertheless, according to tile Chamber, "the question that remains is whether the Accused is nonetheless
liable in negligence for the two deaths [of ludi~ and Bigitimana]."Cf Trial Judgetu¢n[, pare. 1015.
a8 Trial Judgement, pars. 897. It was thus held that, "[hind [he], as bourgmestre, an obligation to mainta/n

order and security in Mabanza commune, it would have be.~n a gross breach of this duty for him to have
established roadblocks and then failed properly to supervise their operations at a tim~ when there was a high
risk that Tu~i civilians would be tuurderrA in connection with the." (emphasis added). Consequently, 
testing for negiJgence, according to the Trial Chamber, ordinary principles of the law of negligence apply to
detezmin~ whether an accused person was in breach of a duty of cm:¢ towards ~ or her vietim. The next
question is whether the breach caused the death of the victim and, if so, whether it should be characterized as
so serious as to eonstk, ute a crime. (Trial Judgement. para. I010). The Trial Chamber set forth the standard for

~xamining this "form of;tiabflity" in para 1011 of the Judgement
° . " i

C~eLebtdi Appeal ]udg~tuent, paras. 230 to 239. The ~elebidi Appeal Judgement points out that Article 7(3)
of the ICTY Statute, wlh/ch is identical to Article 6(3) of the ICTR Statute, "is concerned with superior
liability arising frotu f~aure to act in spite of knowledge. Neglect of a duty to acquire such knowledge,
however, does not feature in the provision as a separate offence. A supexior is not therefor~ liable under the
provision for such failures but only for falling to take necessary and reasonable tueasurGs to prevent or to
punish," (~elebidi Appe~/udgement. para~ 226).
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discharge his duties as a superior either by deliberately failing to perform them or by

culpably or wilfuUy disregarding themf°

36. Depending on the nature of the breach of duty (which must be a gross breach), and

the gravity of the consequences thereof, breaches of duties imposed by the laws of war may

entail a disciplinary rather than a criminal liability of a superior who is subject to military

discipline. The line between those forms of responsibility which may engage the criminal

responsibility of the superior under international law and those which may not can be drawn

h-1 the abs~act only with difficulty, and the Appeals Chamber does not n~d to attemptto do

so in the present Judgement. It is better, however, that Trial Chambers do not describe

superior responsibility in terms of negligence at all.

37. The Trial Chamber must be satisfied that, pursuant to Article 6(3) of the Statute, the

accused either "knew" or "had reason to know", whether such a state of knowledge is

proved directly or circumstantially. The Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that the test for

criminal negligence as advanced by the Trial Chamber cannot be the same as the "had

reason to know" tes,: in terms of Article 6(3) of the Statute. In the Appeals Chamber’s view,

the Trial Chamber should not have considered this third form of responsibility, aud, in this

sense, it committed an error of law. The Appeals Chamber considers, however, that the

error does not inva.tidate the Judgement, since, as pointed out before, the Trial Chamber

esrabfished that Bagilishema neither knew nor possessed inforraation which would have

enabled him to conclude, in the circumstances at that time, that the murders had been

committed or were about to be committed by his subordinates.

38. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses the Proseeution’s first part of this

groundof appeal,

50 See, e,g., Summing-up of the Judge Advocate i~ Babao Masao caso (Rabaul, 1947), r~mrted in Law

Reports of Trlals of War Criminals, UN’WCC, Vol. XI, at pp. 56 to 60.
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2. Whether the, Trial Chamber committed ~ e.,rror in fincl{ng t_hat it was not established

~a reasonaEte doubt that the Acc~ "had reason tO know" in t¢~s of Article 6(3_)

of the Statute

39. The Prosecution submits that, were the Appeals Chamber to consider that the Trial

Chamber examined the "had mason to know" standard within the meaning of Article 6(3) 

the Statute, the Trial Chamber committed an error of fact in finding that the Respondent

"did nor have reason to know" crimes had been committed at the Trafipro roadblock.51 For

the Prosecution, this~ error occasioned a miscarriage of justice within the mcauing of ARicle

24. of the Statute.52

The Prosecution puts forward the following argument:

The faetua! findings in the Trial Judgement allow for the conclusion that the

Respondent possessed enough information to put him on notice of possible

unlawful acts by his subordinates. The Trial Chamber did not take into

consider.~Ltion the context in which the two murders occurred, namely, the

baek~ound of widespread attacks on Tutsi civilians throughout Rwanda in

general, and in the Kibuye prefecture and the commune of Mabanza in

particular;5a

The Respondent was thus aware, in other words "had mason to know", that his

subordinates had committed serious crimes. By its very nature, this information

s~ According to the Prosecution, ~¢ factual findings of the Trial Chamber and the undisputed evidence on

record dearly show that "the majority’s conclusion that the Prosecution did not adduce sufficient evidence to
support the ’had reason to know’ standard is so u~nable that no reasonable l~ricr of fact could have come
to a similar conclusion." 6~. Appellmat’s Brief, para. 2.67.
s~ Apl~llant’s BrioL par~L. 2.67.
,~a In support of its contetation, the Pros¢0ution advances the following main argum~,-nts:

- Para. i019 only allows for the con¢lusion that the precise date of the killings of Judith and Bigirimana has
not been established (Appellant’s Brief, para. 2.47);

- Those killings mus~. be placed in the context of other events, which the Trial Chamber found were
established beyond reasonable doubt: the events which took place in Mabanza (Ibid., pain. 2.48), in
Kibuye (/bid., pars, 2.49) and in Rwanda in genial (Ibid. paras. 2.52 and 2.53); the purpose and
functioning of the Tra._fipro roadblock (/bid., 1~ras. 2,54 to 2.58); knowledg¢ by th¢ Accused of Witness
Z’s past (/bid., pa~:~. 2.59 and 2.60); the close proximity of the Communal Office to the Trafipro
roadblock where the murders were committed (/bid., para. 2,61),

2O
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triggered the duty for the Accused to inquire further54 and, following the

inquiries, to prevent crimes from being committed or to punish the perpetrators

thereof. "~5 The Prosecution also bases its argument on its earlier submissions

relating to "a "supenor’s affirmative duty to inquire further when put on notice’’s6

to demonstrate that the same standard applied to the Respondent in this case.57

41. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Appellant relies on certain general findings by

the Trial Chamber relating to the background against which the killings of Judith and

Bigirimana took place in order to propose, on the basis of this selection, various findings of

fact that the Trial Chamber could, according to the Pros~ution, have reached. In the

Appeals Chamber’s view, these findings should be placed back in their proper context and

the allegations relating thereto should be considered in the light of the overall findings of

fact made by the Trial Chamber.

42. The Celebic~ Appeal Judgement makes it clear that "a showing that a superior had

some general information in his possession, which would put him on notice of possible

unlawful acts by h& subordinates would be sufficient to prove that he ’had reason to

54 The Prosecution posi~ that "ff the superior fails to remain apprised of his subordinates’ unlawful conduct

and the superior had the means to obtain the knowledge, but deliberatdy rofrained from investigating further,
it may tm presumed that he had 11~o required mental element during his f~tilure to prevent, report or punish." Cf.
Appellant’s Brief, para 2 12
55 ~ " ’ " "he Prosecution subJ~i~ that the Respondent had the duty to invvstigate or inquire further bccaus~ the
evidux~ce on the rcc.ord demonstrated that the Respondent knew: (I) about the widespread killing of Tutsi
ei~ans that took place all over Rwanda, in the town of Kibuye and in Mabm~.a; (2)about the fact that the
perpetrators of these massacres ware/,,d also gendarmes, policemen, ordina~ Hutu civilians and inhabitants
of Iris commune; (3) that Tutsis were targ~ed; (4) about the fa~t that roadblocks w~’~ inh~’enfly dang~otls 
Tarsi civilians; (5) that *.he Trafipro roadblock was at a strategic location; (6) flint at least one of the persons
staffing the Trafipro, roadblock, was an ex-soldier, Cf. Appdlant’s Brief, paras. 2.62 and 2,63.
The Prosecution submit~ that the Respondent failed in his duty to inve~tigat~ furth~ (Ibid., pata, 2.64), and
offers some suggestions on how the Respondent could have met his duty to inquire (Ibid., para. 2.65),

W, " ~.
.following hich tt would have been clear that s~vor~ courses of action were open to him in or&a" to comply

with his duty as a superior to prevent the commission of crimes or to punish the perpetrators thereof," (/b/d.,
pax-~ 2,6d).
~6Appellant’s, , Brief, paras:. 2.14 to 2,38. The Prosecution, . submits that the precise formal or technical status of a

¯ r.~,a to ~¢now stanaara, t, or me rroseeution, "the~e is no indication that th~ drafters of
th~ Statute intonded to lay down different standards for different eategori~ of superiors." (Appe~ant’s Brief,

p p~a. 2.17). It submits flint this position can beco~Rierae, d by international jurisprudence on the subject. The
rosecution, however, at~yses the distinction between civilian and military sUperiors in Article 28 oi" the

Statute of the Internation.~ Criminal Court ("ICC"), which it qualifi~ as being innovative and deviating from

~7Appellant’sCUSt°mary laWBrief, in forCep~.When2,62thetoOffences2.67, alleged in the Indictment wore committed. (Ibid., para. 2.29 et s~q.)
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know’.’’Ss The App. ~als Chamber endorses the finding of the ICTY Appeals Chamber in the

~elebidi Appeal Judgement that the information does not need to provide specific details

about unlawful act~.,’, committed or about to be committed by his subordinates.59 With regard

to the arguments aclvanced by the Prosecution, the Appeals Chamber, however, deems it

necessary to make a distinction between the fact that the Accused had information about the

general situation that prevailed in Rwanda at the time, and the fact that he had in his

possession general information which put him on notice that his subordinates might commit

crimes. With this distinction in mind, the Appea/s Chamber identifies below the main

arguments advanced by the Appellant to support the contention that the Respondent "had

mason to know" that crimes had been committed or were about to be committed at the

Trafipro roadblock.

(2)

The Accused knew of the dangerous nature of the Trafipro roadblock.

According to the Prosecution, the roadblock operated like any other

roadblock in Rwandafi0 On the basis of the general factual findings by the

Trial Chamber relating to roadblocks, the Prosecution asserts that the

Trafipro roadblock was used to identify and kill TutsisflI

The Prosecution challenges the Trial Chamber’s finding in paragraph 937 of

the Judgement that Witness y gave an account of the purpose and

functioning of the roadblock that was different from the account of Witness

Z. Aocording to the Prosecution, "Witness Y never gave this apparently

cruci~d explanation in his oral testimony in court." The Prosecution submits

that the Trial Chamber’s point of departure should have been the oral

t~stimony given by Witness y in court, and that the portion of the written

statement relied upon by the Trial Chamber in paragraph 937 of the

ludgement should have been put to the Witness in court.6~

5~ ~elebidi Appeal Judgement, are. 23
59 . P gem hasis ad¢d ’ ( ~ d~a)~o ~ ~b,ffi Appeal Judgement, Data 238

.J~ mc ~csponaent admitted that he had given no specific instructioni~c operation c,:~"
the Trafipro roadblock. ~ Appellant’s Brief, pare. 2.54,

paxa. 2.58.
~2Appellant’s Brief,
17 Se@tvmber 2000, ~ 2.55..The Prosecution refers to para 930 of the Trial 3"ud em .as ~;..,U as ~tosecution e,zh~l.,.~, ..T-n.. ~ ........ g ea~ the Statement Of
,Tadg~nleat tvgcrs to the :3tate~cnt of 17 Sept~er’ I9’~9 ’’’-,= ~ppe~s ~nl~r,l~’m~s. out that pate. 930 of the
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The Respondent knew that Witness Z was an ex-soldier with a criminal

record.63 With particular reference to the Kahan Commission Report,~ the

Pros,~ution submits that this fact is most important. R argued that, "the

undisputed evidence on record shows that the Respondent knew about

Witness Z’s past.’’6~ Leaving aside this evidence, the Trial Chamber used
~+t e ,i ¯ ¯

upaen~stic language" in concluding that the Accused had not given a
complete picture of all those staffmg the roadblock.66

43. With regard to the killings of Judith and Bigirimana, the Appeals Chamber recalls

the need to place the Respondcnt’s mens tea in relation to the "had reason to know"

standard within the context of the evidence available to the Trial Chamber, and to make a

general appraisal c,f the Chamber’s factual fiudings in this regard in order to establish

whether the a11eged errors exist.

44+ As regards the Prosccution’s allegations relating to the erroneous assessment of the

purpose of the Trafipro roadblock, the Appeals Chamber holds that the Prosecution has

obviously not demonstrated that the Trial Chamber made an unreasonable finding about the

Icgi~matc purpose of the roadblock in question.~7 Indeed, the Prosecution merely refers to

some of the Trial Chamber’s fmdings with a view to asserting that the Chamber’s

assessment of the purpose of the roadblock was erroneous. With regard to the Prosccution’s

argument concerning Witness Y, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber

correctly reproduced the transcript of Witness Y’s written statement as well as his testimony

during the trial, ss The reference made to Witness’ Y’s "statement’" in paragraph 937 of the

Defenc~ exhibit 64. The Prosecution submits that this portion of the written statement o£ Witness Y was not
specifically put to the witness in court, and that the Chamber’s point of departure should have been the oral
tgstimony given b this "/Vim in ,+,n,,~_
6’ ~Y OSS .....

JA ’ ’,., ppellant s Brief, paras. 2-59 and 2 60; T(A), 2 July 2002 ,~,~ 49 
S¢c m paracalar Apl~Jlant s Bncf, para. 2.25; T(A), 2 Jaly 2002,1), 

~Appollant’s Brief, para. 2,60. The ~osscution refers to the T, 7 June 2000, pp. 152 to 154, a~d to Defoncv
exhibit No. 100. The Prosecution also refers to the T, 8 Sun¢ 2000, pp. 230 to 245 and p, 42 and 9 February
2000, pp. 29 and 30.
~ Aptmllant’s Brief, para, 2.60. The Prosccut/on refers to paras. 924-925 and 754 of the Trial Yudgcment.

Trial ludgement, paras: 936 and 9:38
6A T~ .... ..... +tal Juagomont, paras. 930 and 929, the latter reproduces Wimess Y’s testimony at the hearing of
7 Febrnary 2000 LT, 7 F~;bruary 2000, pp. 3~-36).
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Trial Judgemcnt69 is also accurate since the Trial Chamber is implicitly alluding to Witness

Y’s written statement. As to the more specific allegation that the Trial Chamber erred in

referring to and relying upon the prior statement of Witness y, the Appeals Chamber

indicates that this allegation is dealt with under the third ground of appeal, and refers

therefore to its findings relating thereto. 70 Lastly, with regard to the Respondent’s

knowledge of Witness Z’s criminal record, the Trial Chamber did not indeed take explicitly

into consideration tdl of the relevant evidence. It must be recalled, however, that a Trial

Chamber is not obliged to give a detailed answer to every argument raised during a trial,71

and that it is for the Trial Chamber to assess, in concrete, whether a superior has in his

possession sm~cient information.

45. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber relied on certain facts which

were not disputed by the Appellaut, for example, that there were personal motives behind

the killings, 72 and that there was no evidence as to whether the Accused was present at the

communal office, s.:) as to determine whether it was established beyond reasonable doubt

that the Respondent "had reason to know" within the meaning of Article 6(3) of the Statute.

The Appeals Chamber is of the opinion that the Prosecution has not demonstrated the

unreasonableness of the Trial Chamber’s l’mding that the Respondent had no reason to

know that his subordinates were committing or had committed crimes on the persons of

Judith and Bigit~ana, or the miscarriage of justice resulting therefrom. In the light of the

foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that it is unnecessary to address the issue of whether

customary international law imposes a duty on a civilian superior to inquire further.

46, In conformity with the above-mentioned case-law relating to the standard for

examining errors of fact on appeal,73 the Appeals Chamber dismisses this part of the first

ground of appeal.

The Judgement reads: "Witness, y, on the other hand, said that anyone with proper idont~cation, whether
Tutsi, Hum or Twa, could pass through the madblook without experiencing problems."
70 See para. 94 et seq. of ~he present Judgement.
71 Kayishema/Ruzindana Appeal Judgement,

Appe~Judg~ment, para, 481.
para. 165; Furund~ija Appeal Judgement, para. 69; (~elebidi

re, for example, Trial Judgement, paras. 944, 952 and 1020.
~ Cfl. supra, par& 10 et ~,eq of the present Judgement
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3. Whether the THal Chambqr comm~cd errors of law in its analysis o~

s__ttbordinat~ relation,ship

47. The Prose.cation submits that the Trial Chamber’s analysis of the conditions under

which a person can be considered to be a superior in t~rms of Article 6(3) of thi¢ Statute 

flawed in two instauces:

The Trial Chamber erred in law in stating that civilians can only be found

liable on condition that they exercise a military-style command authority

over alleged subordinates;~4 and

The Trial Chamber erred in law in construing superior responsibility

exclusively by virtue of a person’s de jure authority. According to the

Pros~mution, the Trial Chamber made little or no allowance for the possibility

that a person can bc considered a superior on the basis of a de facto exercise

of pc, were of command and control.7s

48. The Prosecution considers that the Trial Chamber misapprehended the overriding

factor (namely the"C~ZlCC;ave-" control" standard), which is used to determine whether 

person can be considered a superior under Article 6(3) of the Statute.76 The Prosecution

requests the Appeals Chamber, in the interests of justice, to take note of th~ errors

committed by the Trim Chamber and to provide the appropriate remedy.

a~0.)__~ Issu~ as to tb.e nature of a civil!.an SUPCxior’s.anthoHty

49. The Prosecu’tion takes issue with the Trial Chamber for over-emphasizing the

"military features" o:~" the supc~or-subordinat~ rdationship77 The Trial Chamber, according

to the Prosecution, took the view that a vilian supmor s responsibility rcqmres proof thatd, ̄ ¯ S’ ¯ ¯ w .

the powers exercised by such superior over his subordinates are similar to the "command"

74.~ - pAppcuartt s Brief, para. 2.70,7~ Ibid,, paras. 2,70 and 2.74.
7~ ]bid,, p.ara. 2.75
77 ~

bM., para, 2.72..The Prosecution cites as an example the fact that the Tdil Chamber uses the e2cpzcssion
appmgs of mih’tary pcewor" and subjects proof of a superior to the presence of military style authority. To

illustratei71, 180, th¢183Trialand 664Cbatnt~r’Sof the TriallegalJudgcment.aPPr°ach’ the Prosecution cites paras. 43, 150, 151, 152, 160, 163 to 165,
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powers of a military superior. 7s It timber submits that the Trim Chamber misconstrued the

principle in the ~et’ebidi Appeal Judgement by subjecting a superior’s responsibility when

exercising his authority to a military-style chain of colnnland. 79 The Prosecution submits

that there is no indication that the Trial Chamber focused on the test of effective control,s°

50. Under Article 6(3), a commander or superior is the one who possesses the power 

authority in either v. de jure or a de facto form to prevent a subordinate’s crime or to punish

the commission of a crime by a subordinate after the crime is committed".8~ The power or

authority to prevent or to punish does not arise solely from a de jure authority conferred

through official appointment.82 Hence, "as long as a superior has effective control over

subordinates, to the extent that he can prevent them from committing crimes or punish them

after they committe~;l the crimes, he would be held responsible for the commission of the

crimes ff he failed to exercise such abilities of control." 83 The effective control test applies

to all superiors, wheflaer de jure or de facto, military or civilian,s4

51. Indeed, it emerges from international case-law that the doctrine of superior

responsibility is not limited to military superiors, but also extends to civilian superiors. In

the ~elebiri case, it was held that:

78 At the appeal hearing the Prosecutionstated that "It]he Trial’ Chamber is firm/y convLneed that a person

could only be c, onsidered a de jtoe sulmrior: on condition that that person was acting as a quasi military
commander."Cf. T(A), 2 July 2002, p. 52.
wAppellant’s Brief, par~. 2:73. The Prosecution refers to paras. 252, 254 and 304 of the ~elebidi Appeal
Judg©ln~L
*°Aplx~llant’s Brief, par,x 2.73. The Re~a)ondont, for his part, considers that the argtmxent taisexl by the
~osect.~ion before the Appeals Chamber is a display of citations from the Judgome~l~t made out of context and
a mi~5_,teti~¢tation of the Trial Chamber’s analysis. According to him, the Chamber "correctly identified the
~aractoristies that underpin the rvlationship botw~n the Respondent and his supposed subordinates, which
would make it possibl,: to find wherhvr or uot there was sufficient control to establish command
responsibility." The De:~oncc submits ~rther that "contrary to the Prosecutor’s contention [...], the Trial
Chamber did not refer to the ’trapgings’ of military command butte the ’tr~piags’ of de jure command." Cf.

n
It ¯ J .Re s~ dent s Bnef, in partteular, paras. 174 mad 175

"Celebidi Appeal Judgement, para. 192: "[u]nder article 7(3), a commander or superior is thus the one who
possesses the power or tkt¢ authority in either a de jure or a de facto form to prevent a subordinate’s crime or
to punish the perpetrators of the crime aftvr the crime is committed."
SZ/b/d., pinta. 193.
~ 1bid’ para~ 198.
s, A/e

ksovsla APlxml .Iudgement, para. 76 M fine. The ICq’Y Aplmals Chamber took the view "that it does not
matter whether [the Accused] was a civilian or military superior, if it can be prove,4 that [...] he had the
powers to prevent or to punish in tetras of Article 7(3)."
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[...] the do¢~zinc of superior responsibility extends to civilian superiors only to the extent
that they c×et¢ise a degree of control over dleir subordinates which is similar to that of
military commanders, as

In this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Musema Trial Judgement, which took

into consideration l~e Rwandan situation, pointed out that "it is appropriate to assess on a

case-by-case basis the power of authority actually devolved on an accused to determine

whether or not he possessed the power to take all necessary and reasonable measures to

prevent the commission of the alleged crimes or to punish their perpetration.’’s6

52. Hence, the establishment of civilian superior responsibility requires proof beyond

reasonable doubt that the accused exercised effective control over his subordinates, in the

sense that he exercised a degree of control over them which is similar to the degree of

comrol of military commanders. It is not suggested that "effective contror’ wili necessarily

be exercised by a civilian superior and by a military commander in the same way, or that it

may necessarily be ~stablished in the same way in relation to both a civilian superior and a

military commander.

53, In the instant case, the Trial Chamber relied on the Celebidi Trial Judgement, which

was affirmed by the ICTY Appeals Chamber, in holding that:

[.--] for a ci~dlian superior’s de~-ee of control to be "similar to" that of a military
commaader, rite control over subordinate must be "effective", and the superior must
have the "’material ability" to prevent and punish any offences. Fu_rthcrmote, the exercise
of de facto authority must be accompanied by the "the trappings of the exercise of dejure
authority". The p~sent Chamber concurs. The Chamber is of the view that these
trappings of authority include, for example, awareness of a chain of command, the

phasls not m the original, ¢~elebidi Trial Judgement, pare. 37g, affirmed on appeal in the ~¢lebidi Appeal
Ju t, p a~t. 1.97 _/n.fine,. The ICTY Appeals Char~r considered in para. 197 of the ~-elebidi Appeal
Juagement mat [qn determining questions of tesponsihi~ty it is necessary to look to effective exercise of
power or control and not to formal titles. This would equally apply in the context of criminal rcsponsibilky. In
_general, the poss_cssion cc~ de jure power in itself may not suffice for the finding of command responsibility ff
Jt does not manii~est in effective control, although a court may presume that possession of such power prima
facie results in effective control unless proof to the contrary is produced, The Appeals Chamber considers that
thc ability to exercise c£~ectiv¢ control is necessary for the establishment of de facto command or superior

r~ ty. an.d_thus a~ree, s with the Trial Chamber that the absence of formal appointment is rtot fatal to a

Immu.alng oI cr~al rCst~,onsibility, provided certain conditions are met. Mu~id’s ar-g~ment that de facto statusst vo equivalent to a,~ jure stalus for me pllrl~SeS of superior responsibility is misplaced. Although the
degree of control wielded by a de jure or de facto Sultrier may take different forms, a de,facto superior must
be found to wield substantially similar powers of control over subordinates to be held cr/minally responsible
for their acts, The App~tls Chamber therefore agrees with the Trial Chamber’s conclusion [...]" (footnotes
omitted).8~ Musema Trial Judgement para. 135. The Trial Chamber based its finding on earlier case-Law established in

the Akayesu Trial ludgeme, nt (para. 491).
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p~actico of issuing and obeying orders, and the expectation that insubordination may lead
to disciplinary action. It is by l~ese trappings that the law distinguishes civilian superiors
from mere rabble-rousers or other pers~s of influence,~

54. The Trial Chamber also reiterated that a civilian superior will have exercised

effective control over his or her subordinates in the concrete circumstances if both de facto

control and the trappings of de jure authority am present and similar to those found in a

militmy context.8s :(’he Trial Chamber went further to point out that its approach was 

consider the character of the de jure or de jure-like relationships (in French, "quasi-de

jure") between the Accused and his supposed subordinates, and then to determine if the

Accused’s aurhofi~,. (whether real or contrived) was comparable to that exercised in 

military context,89

55. The Appeal~ Chamber holds the view that the Trial Chamber’s approach to the

notion of "effective control" in relation to civilian superior was erroneous in law, to the

extent that it suggested that the control exercised by a civilian superior must be of the same

nature as that exercised by a military commander.9° As the Appeals Chamber has already

stated, this is not the case. It is sufficient that, for one reason or another, the accused

exercises the required "degree" of control over his subordinates, namely, that of eft~ctive

control. However, as conceded by the Prosecution,91 this error did not affect the verdict as

the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Accused did not possess the required mens tea.

The Appeals Chamber therefore concludes that this error does not render the decision

invalid.

~Trial Judgement, pare. 43 (foomotes omitted).
Trial Iudgement, pare. 151, which reads as follows: "(,,.] a civilian superior will have exercised effective

control over his or her s~bordinates in the concrete circumstances if both de facto control and the trappings of

de9 jure ayth. ority are presem and similar to ttmse found in a military context." (emphasis added),
Trial J’udgeraent pare. 152, which reads as follows: "[...] for the character of a civilian’s de jure authority

~0wheflher real or contrived) must be comparable to that exercised in a military context."
Ceiebidi Appeal ladgemeut, paras. 196, 197 and 256. The Ic’rY Appeals Chamber considered that

’"C~omxaaud’, a term which does not seem to present pmrticu_Lar controversy in interp~tation, normally means
powers that attach to a mih’tary supsaSor, whilst th¢ term ’control’, which has a wider retreating, may
encompass powers wield~.xl by civilian leaders. In this re~pect, tho Appeals Chamber does not consider that the
ntle is controversial that civilian leaders may incur responsibUJty in relation to acts committed by their
subordinates or other persons under thejx effective control, ~-~eetive control hss been accepted, including in

~ooe jurisprudence .Of the Tribunal, _as a standard for the purposes of determining superior responsibility [...]"
: : motes ormtted) (pare., 196). It further held that ’q’he concept of effective’ control eve, r a subordinate, in

the sense of a material ability to prevent or punish ¢dminal conduct, however that control is exercised - is the
threshold to be reached in establishing a superior-subordinate relaOonship for the purpose of Article 7(3) 
th S "¯mmte (footnote~ommed) (pare. 256).
9~Proseeution Aplmllant’s Brief, para. 2.75.
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56. The Appeals Chamber notes the ambiguity of the expression a contrived de jure-like

authority (in French, "autoritd quasi-de jurefactice")~2 and acknowledges that it is difficult

to grasp the meaning thereof. In the context of paragraph 152 of the Judgement, the concept

seems to form part of the reasoning used by the Trial Chamber in examining the de jure

authority exercised by the Accused, but it can be interpreted in different ways. The Appeals

Chamber reiterates that the case law of the Intsmationai Tribunals makes it mandatory to

use the effective control test for both de jure and de facto superiors. Creating intermediate

levels of authority is unnecessary and it would impair the legal analysis of the criminal

liability of a superior under Article 6(3) of the Statute, as well as heighten the confusion 

identifying the various forms of authority and instituting effective control. Although this

wording is inappropriate, the Appeals Chamber considers that it is of no consequence to the

Judgement, given that it was not unreasonable to conclude from the evidence presented that

the Accused was not liable under Article 6(3) of the Statute for the ~ngs at the Trafipro

roadblock.

57. With regard co the P " ’rosecuuon s argument that the Trial Chamber misapprehended
the C.elebi¢i jurispru,.’tence by reqttiring a civilian superior to exercise his control through a

military-style command, the Appeals Chamber draws attention to its previous decisions93

and to those of the ICTY Appeals Chamber.94 It emphasizes that the line of reasoning

92 Trial Judgement, para. 183.
93 Acceding to which ’Yederencvs [,,,] to concepr~ of subordination, hierarchy and chains of command

/.,,lneeA not be established in the sense of formal organisational, structures so long as the fundamental
requirement of an effe~tive power to control the subordination, in the sense of preventing or punishing
criminal conduct, is sati~’~ied," C~ Kayi,~hem.atRuzindana Appsal 3udgcznent, para. 298 (footnote 520). The
ApI2~Ms Chamber xcferred to the (3elebidi Appe~ Yudgement (para. 254) wherei~u the ICTY Appeals Chamber
underscored this principle. The Appeals Chamber thus considexed that: "[t]he Trial Chamber’s references to
concepts of subordination, hierarchy and chains of command must be read in this context, which makes it
apparent that they need uot be established in the sense of forraal organisational structures so long as the
~damental requirement of an effective power to control the subordinate, in the sense of preventing or

~unishing criminal conduct, is satisfied."
~t was thus held that the relationship between a superior and his supposed subordinates may be both "direct

and indirect", with the :proviso that e~f~tive eanuol must always be established, Furthermore, "the law
relating to command rcsl:onsJbility recognises not only civilian superiors, who may not be in auy such formal
chain of command, and de facto authority, for which no formal appointment Is required," C~, ~.elebidi Appeal
Judgement, paras. 252 and 304. The App~ls Chamber stated that it [.,.] regards the Trim Chamber as having
rccognised the possibility of both indirect as well as direct rvlationships subordination and agrees that this may
be the ease, with the proviso that effective control must always be established [...]" ((~lebidi Appeal
Judgement, para. 252). I: fm’ther considered that it was "[...] satisfied that th, Trial Chamber was not in fact
imposing the requirement of such a fonnaliscd position in a formal chain of command, as opposed to requiring
that them be proof that E,elid was a superior in the sense of having the mattalal ability to prevent or punish the
acts of persons subordinam to him." (para. 304).
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adopted by the Trial Chamber with regard to gendarmes9~ and reservists96 can actually lead

one to think that the Chamber sought to determine the Accused’s position as part of the

"gendarmerie command" or the "strict hierarchical structure of mih’tary personnel."

Considering that the Accused, as a civilian administrative officer would not have been able

to operate in this structure, the Trial Chamber deduced that he could not have exercised any

de jure authority whatsoever over gendarmes.9v However, these findings do not in

themselves constit~.Lte an error, considering that the Trial Chamber merely sought to

establish whether the Accused wielded de jure authority, it therefore tried to determine

whether Rwandan law conferred powers on a bourgmestre that were comparable to those of

military commanders in terms of control over subordinates, thus placing him in a position

silrtilar to that of a military commander, for the purpose of evaluating the de jure

responsibility of the bourgmestre, a civilian administrative officer, over military personnel.

58. Consequently, the Trial Chamber did not intend to require proof of the Accused’s

position in the military command structure to establish the existence of effective control, but

sought to know wh~ther, in this case, in light of the evidence provided by the Prosecutor, it

was possible to conclude that the Accused exercised de jure powers.98

~_)__. Issue as to failure by the Trial Chamber .tQ consider de facto authority

59. The Prosec:ation submits that the Trial Chamber erred in making little or no

allowance for the possibility that a person can be considered a superior on the basis of a de

facto exercise of powers of command and control. 99 For his part, the Respondent

emphasizes that the Prosecution did not adduce any evidence at trial to demonstrate the de

facto authority exercised by the Accused over certain groups of subordinates. According to

9sTrial J’udgement, para. !80.
9~Trial Judgement, paras. 184 and 185.
97Trial Judgement, para. 180. The Chamber considered, for oxampl0, that the de jure relationship between
gendarmes and the bourgmeatre was limitvd. See also Trial Judgcmcat, para, 186 wh~e the Trial CharaMr
held that "file Accuse.d, as bourgmestre, did not have de jure authority ovor rcs¢rvists in Mabanza commune."
9s In rlais regard, tho Trial Chamber pointed out, with xcferenee to gendarme,t, that the bourllme,ttre had to

approach other officiaI~ if he needed military assistance (Trial Judgement, para. 181) 8x~d that he would have
had to refer any problms that emerged to the commander of the gendarmerie in Kibuye town (Trial
3udgement, para. 182).
99Appollam’S Brief, para. 2.74.
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him, the Trial Cham]:er clearly considered both de jure and de facto powers on the basis of

evidence adduced by the Prosecution.lee

60. The Trial Chlmaber set out in paragraphs 39, 43, 151 and 153 of the Judgement its

approach in examinirtg the issue of the existence of de facto authority as part of its overall

analysis of superior responsibility; it indicated that "[t]he existence of the second element of

subordination, namely de facto control, will be considered, as necessary, on a case-by-case

basis, in the course of the Chamber’s analysis of the Prosecution’s factual allegations.’’1°~

The Trial Chamber ~took the view that "[a] civilian superior will have exercised effective

control over his or her subordinates in the concrete circumstances if both de facto and the

trappings of de jure authority are present and similar to those found in a military

context".1°2

61. The Appeals Chamber is of the view that, when the Trial Chamber came to apply the

test of"effeetive control" to the facts of the ease, it made little allowance for the possibility

that the Accused could be considered as a superior on the basis of a de facto power or

authority over his or her subordinates.1°3 Furthermore, in paragraph 151 of the Judgement,

the Trial Chamber wrongly held that both de facto and de jure authority need to be

established before a superior can be found to exercise effective control over his or her

subordinates. The Appeals Chamber reiterates that the test in all cases is whether the

accused exercised effective control over his or her subordinates; this is not limited to asking

whether he or she bad de jure authority.1°# The ICTY Appeals Chamber held in the (.elebidi

Appeal Judgement ’that "Isis long as a superior has effeetive control over subordinates, to

the extent that he ,~an prevent them from committing crimes or punish them after they

~0o See Respondent’s EMof, pars. 179, the Defenee refers to paras. 164, 200, 223, 304 and 322 of the Trial

Judgement.
~°tJudgero~nt, pars. 153 (emphasis added). In this regard, the Trial Chamber refers to its finding in chapter 
of the Judgement
un Judgement, para 151.
t03 Se~ m particular pa~as. 163, 165, 183, 186 and 199 of the Trial Judgement.
1o4 The Appeals Chats, thor hold ill par& 192of its delebidi Appeal Iudgement that "under Article 7(3), 

commander or a superior is thus the one who poss~sse, s th¢~ power or authority in either a de jure or a de facto
form to prevent a subordinate’ s crime or to pu~sh the p~rl~etrators of the crime after the crime is committed".
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committed the c~:aes, he would be held responsible for the commission of the crimes if he

failed to exercise such abilities of control".I°5

62. The API~O2[s Chamber is therefore of the view that the lack of proper consideration

of the de facto ehm’acter of the Accuscd’s responsibility by the Trial Chamber was incorrect

and upholds the Aippellant’s third submission. However, as the Appellant conceAes,I°6 this

by itself does not invalidate the judgement. This is so because the Trial Chamber was

correct in finding that the Accused neither knew nor possessed information which would

have enabled him to conclude, in the circumstances at that time, that crimes had been

committed or wcrc about to be committed by his subordinates.

ica ~,elebidi Appeal Judgement, Data.198.
106 See par& 2.75 of tile Appellant’s Brief.
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IV. SECOND GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGATIONS OF ERRORS

~LATING TO THE ADMISSION OF WRITTEN CONFESSIONS OF

WITNESSES AA, Z AND Y

63. During the trial, flee Prosecution presented fl’a’ee witnesses detain~ in Rwanda to

testify, namely Witnesses Y, Z and AA, who appearext before the Trial Chamber on

7 February 2000, 8,.9 Febnmry 2000 and 10-11 February 2000 respectively. In the course of

their testimony, they each stated that they had made written confessions to the Rwandan

authorities in which they recognized having participated in the genocide. At the end of the

Prosecution case, mxd some time before the opening of the Defence case, the Defence Fried a

Motion on 20 April 2000 requesting the Trial Chamber to order the Prosecution to disclose

the written confessions pursuant to Rule 68 of the Rules.l°7 The Defencc prayed the Trial

Chamber to order ~he Prosecution to disclose the confessions in question, considering that

disclosure was necessary for the discovery of the truth and for evaluating the credibility of

the Witnesses. 108 In its response to the motion, the Prosecution indicated that it was not in

possession of the documents, pointing out that it was for the Defcnce to use the resources at

its disposal to conduct its investigations and, in particular, to obtain the documents it

deemed relevant for the triaL t°9 On 8 June 2000, the Trial Chamber dismissed the motion

Klcd by the Defeno.: pursuant to Rule 58 of the Rules)~o The Chamber also stated that:

m7 "Request of the Dc&:nce for an Order for Disclosure by the Prosecutor of the Admissions of Guilt of

Witn~ses Y, Z and AA", The Prosecutor !>. ]&,nace Bagiliahema, Case No. ICTR-95,1A-T, filed on 20 April
?oR000. The Prosecution responded oft 10 May 2000 and the Motion was heard orally on 2S May 2000.

At the hearing of 25 May 2000, the Defence clarified its position as follows: "Our request is intended to
have the Court order the Prosecutor to disclose these confessional statements. And let me add that we fail to
understand why the Proc~-’cutor did not take this iaitiative. How can witnesses oalled to testify before you rely
on the fact that they corLfes, s their gttflt, and yet hide from you these confessionai statements? This is why we
believe that either the Prosecutor has this statement in her possession, or she has the moans to get them. In any
case, whatever the case, it is up to hej~ to bring this document before this Court And let me add that during our
last trip to Rwanda, the Defence team contacted the Procureur of Kibuye to re, quest disclosure of the files on
the~e witu~scs and this was rejected. It is, therefore, only the Office of the Prosecutor which, pursuant to the
powers corffoxa~ on them, cau procure these documents. These documents are indispensable for the
determination of the truth. The documents are indispensable in determining the credibility of these witnesses.
Therefore, under Rule 68, Defenco is of the view that it is the responsibility of the OMce of the Prosecutor to
produce these documenm, failing which the Office of ~e Prosemator cannot rely on the evidence of these
witneascs, evidence which is tainted with suspicion," C~. T, 25 May 2000, pp. 80 and 8 I.
m9 The Prosecution submits that, "[t]he De2vnce has informed the Prosecution that they had rtaiueated for the

said evidence from the Whird Party but that access wag denied. Any attempt to impose a duty on the Prosecutor
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Under P,,ule, 9B the Chamb~ m w, proprio mo~, ordure" ""
evidence. H~tving considered the facts and clxal~lanc~s Q~ ..a ~,o~,, .......
the view tha4 for a bor~ dotormination of the maters bdor¢ it, the Prosocudon is
ordered to produce ~e written confessions of Prosecution witnesses Y, Z and AA. The
Chambor is of the view that the said written confessions could be mazerial in evaluating

the credibility of the said Prosecution witnesses.

The Cham~:~r hereby decides that the Prosecution should take the necessary steps to

obtain the ~n’i~cn confessions of wi~esses Y, Z and AA. The Prosecution is dizcctcd to
take such ~]tcps by 23 June 2000 and to forward the said written confessions to the
Chamber-1~:

64. Before the Appeals Chamber, the Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber

con,anitte~l several, errors of law in admitting the written confessions of Witnesses AA, Z

and Y into the trial record. The errors are set out as follows: I ~

them acknowledge
(I) The fact that statements by wimcsscs arc admR1ed without having
the conwnts of the writtcm confessions or offering .them an o ppo
inconsistencies or con~adioCions between their testimony ana mctr wnRcn w

(2) The fact that the Dc3¢nc¢ is allowed to rely on out-of-cottrt statements by wilnesses 
¢hallenge the credibility of the wimesscs without having offered the witnesses an
opportunity to explain the state.cuts during cross-examination;

(3) The fact that th¢r¢ was no order calling back witnesses for additional examination 

rhei~ written confessions;

to exercise her statutory powers to obtain for the Ddence cvidcnce in the hands of a third parry would be
contrary to the provisi~ns of Article 15 of the Statute of the Tribunal and also to existing case law." Cf. "The
Prosecutor’s Response. to the Defence Morion u~dor RuIc 68 for the D~sclosur¢ of the Admission of Guilt by
Witnesses Y, Z and AA," The Prosec~ctor v. Ignace Bagili#hema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-T, 10 May 2000,

papa. 5.~o The Trial Chamber. indeed pointed out that "It]he di~losu~ obligation under Rule 68 ~olates to "the
existence of evidence known" to the P~osocutor. A literal interpretation might suggest that mere knowledge of
exculpatory evidence in the hands of v. third party would suffic~ to engage th~ responsibility of the Prosecutor
under that provision, Howcvcx, to adopt such a motoring, would, in th~ extreme, allow for countless motions to
be filed with the sol~ L~xtention of engaging th¢ Prosecutor into investigations and disclosure of issues which
the moving party consi.d~ed were ’known’ to th¢ Pzosccutor. This would not b¢ in confor~ty with Article 15
of the Smm~e. Under that provision, the Prosecutor is responsible for ~nvesfigations. She shall act
indepndently and not receive insu~cdo~s from may source. 7. The Chamber is inclined to equate ’known’ to
"custody and conWol’ or "possession’. This woxding is used in Rules 66 03) and 6"/((2) of the Rules, which
pertain to the inspecfiem by one party of documents, books, photogr~@hs and tangible objects of the other
party. Thus the obligation on the Pros¢outor to disclose possible ~xcuIpatory cvid¢oce would b~ effective only
when the Prosecutor i:~ in actual custodY, possession, or has control Of the said cvide..nc¢, The Prosecutor
cannot disclose that wE~ch she does not have. [.,.]9. In the present cas~, the Prosecutor has stated
categoficaUy ~at she is not in possession of the written confessions of witnesses Y, Z and AA, and the
Dcfence has brought no evidence to the contrary. Thus the Chamber must dismiss the Rule 68 motion of the
Dcfcnce", Cf. "Decision on the Request of the Dofcncc for an order for Disclosur~ by the Prosecutor of the
Admissions of Guilt o~’ Witnesses Y, Z and AA," The Prosecutor v. }[gnac¢ BagiUshema, Case No. ICTR-95-
IA-T, tendered on 8 June 2000, pa~as, 6, 7 and 9.
m Ibid., paras, 10 and l I.
u2 Appcllant’s Brief, p~za. 3.39.
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(4) The l~.ct that the written co~cssions were subsequently used in assessing the
credibility of Witn, sscs Y, Z and AA.

65. The Appeals Chamber understands the thrust of the Prosecution’s argument to be a

demonstration that the above-noted proceedings were unfair, considering that the Trial

Chamber never gave Witnesses y, Z and AA the opportunity to explain themselves on the

contradictions between their oral testimony and their confessions before Rwandan

authorities, tl~ The Prosecution contends that the admission of the written confessions was

instrumental in the assessment the Trial Chamber made of the testimony of Witnesses Y, Z

and AA, who testified to the events which occulted at the Gatwaro stadium and at the

Mabanza communal office. .lla The Prosecution submits that, ff the Trim Chamber had heard

the explanations of the Witnesses on the contradictions, it would probably have arrived at a

different conclusion. It further submits that, since neither the Prosecution nor the Appeals

Chamber is in a position to determine what that conclusion would have been, it is necessary

to hold a fresh trial.115

66. The Appeals Chamber dismisses the foregoing arguments. Where, as in the present

case, the Prosecution is directed by the Trial Chamber to obtain further material, the

Prosecution cannot rely upon Rule 98, as that rule contemplates that the party to which the

direction is given will itself tender the further material in ,videuce as part of its case. The

Trial Chamber doe,,;~ however, have a clear power - as part of its duty to ensure that the trial

is properly conducted - to direct the Prosecution to obtain material which may be relevant

to the case of the accused. In such a ease, the further material should be produced, not on.ly

to the Trial Chambe, r, but also to the accused. If any use is to be made of that material

J t~ T(A), 2 July 2002, p, 114. To demonstrate its point, the Pros~ution advanems a number of principles that
apply before the Tribumtl with respect to the use and evaluation of prior witness statements. The Prosecution
advances tl~ principle ~.b.at "If a witness was not cross-examined on an inconsistency, the cross-examining
Party--.or the Trial Ch~nbor---must request that the witness be recalled for additional cross-examination." C~.

’p peUant s Bncf, pars. 3.3 I. The Prosecution grounds its argument specifically on a decision rendereA by
nat t:namtmr IT on 2 November 2001 in the Ka)elijalt case. See T(A), 2 July 2002, pp. 87 to 95.

ll4 The " "
~ecution states that its appeal on this point concerns the events at the Trafipro roadblock, the killing

of ~ludith and the events at the Gatwaro stadium. The Prosecution cites paras. 617, 635, 747, 748, 916, 920 to
922, 952 to 954 and 961 of the Trial Judgement. Cf. T(A), 2 tidy 200~
~,5 pp. 102 and 103.T(A), 2 ldy 2002, p. I12.
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during the trial, it :must either be elicited in evidence from a witness or tendered in evidence

itself.11~

6% In the present case, counsel for the defence should have been stopped by the Trial

Chamber from referring to that material during the course of his final address when it was

nor in evidence. The tender of the further material as a defence exhibit without having given

the witnesses the opportunity to deal with it in cross-examination was a serious breach of

the duty of fairness of the trial, and it led to the right of the Prosecution to have the three

witnesses recalled to explain their previous inconsistent statements.

68. The Prosecution’s complaint can be rejected for yet another reason. At the appeal

hearing, the judges asked the Prosecution whether the arguments advanced on appeal had

been presented before the Trial Chamber, and, in particular, whether the Prosecution had

requested the Trial Chamber to call back Witnesses Y, Z and AA so that they could give an

explanation for the contradictions. The Prosecution admitted not having done this and

conceded that it should indeed have asked for the witnesses to be brought back.117 As to

why, under these conditions, the Prosecution was raising the issue on appeal, the

Prosecution Attorney had the following reply:

The only reason I can give you is the one I stated, that we submi~ that there is a problcrn
with th~ judgement, and maybe part of that problem has occurt~ because the
Prosecution did not ask for the witnesses to be called back when the Defence didn’t do it.
So we submi’t that that is potential failure by the Prosecution, the trial should not prevent
that these eaxors be r~ti/ied. That is the only thing I think I can concede to your
submissions and I concede your legal points, as I have conceded,n~

69. Thus, at no time did the Prose~0ution request the Trial Chamber to call back the

Witnesses in question. At no time did the Prosecution raise the issue of unfair proceedings

before the Trial Chamber, although it appealed on this ground.~9 The Appeals Chamber

considers that if this did not happen in the present case, it is probably because the

n~PrasecUtor v Slobodan Milo,~cvid, IT-02-$4-AR73.2, Decision on Admissibility of Prosecution
Investigator’s Evidence, 30 S¢ptembcr 2002, para. 24: "It would of course tx~ quite wrong for the Trial
Chamber, in detemtining the issues in the trial, to refer to material which may be available to it but which is
not in evidenc~ [...]."
n~ T(A), 2 July 2002, pp, I16 and 117.
tie Ibidl, p. 120.
~9 See the questions put by the judges at file apl~tl hearing, particularly T(A), 2 July 2002, pp. 132 to 137.

The Respondent subrai~ that the Office of the Pros~utor not only did not object to those doeumenls being
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Prosecution was hoping to have the confessional statements of the witnesses removed from

the record rather than admitting the confessions as evidence and, in the circumstances,

requesting the Witnesses to be called back.

70. The Appends Chamber therefore holds that the Prosecution’s justification is

unfounded.12° The .Appeals Chamber cannot accept the argument that the Trial Chamber in

this ease was under a duty to ensure that the Witnesses were called back, under the pretext

that the Chamber itsdf had asked that the statements of the Witnesses be made available. It

is the sole responsibility of the party that claims to have suffered prejudice, in this ease, the

Prosecution, to request the Trial Chamber to have the Witnesses called back and to justify

such a request.

71. In conformity with the case-law of the International Tribunals, the fact that an

appellant did not raise an objection before the Trial Chamber means, in the absenee of

exceptional circums:tances, that he waived his right to raise the issue as a valid ground of

appeal.12~ In the insrant case, the Appeals Chamber holds that in the absence of exceptional

circumstances, this pound of appeal must be dismissed.

adrnitt~, but made use of the said doemnents, for example in the closing argttmen~. T(A), 2 July 2002, pp,
222 and 223.
~zo The APlx~s Chamber tried to understand the actual basis of this ground of appeal, prvsemted by the

Prosecution during the hearing on appeal as follows: ’~It is not solely an issue of fairness to the proseeutiort,
but that is not the basis only of the admission of the statements, and it can’t be soldy as an issue of fairness or
prejudice, to the Prosecu~on’s case, because the ultimate detemaination has to be one of the trntl~lncss of the
testimony of the wilaleste~s, and that is exactly what the Trial Chamber looked at those statements for. They

thedidn’t look tiat them, for az~ issue in relation to the...I, me, an, they did look at th¢’m to s¢0 wh~ther they supportexipros~u on s case, but what they looked at them for was veracity or tru~s or accm’acy, and if they
going to rely on it for that purpose, in my respectful submission, it’s not only an issue of f~’n~ss, it’s also

an issue of ensuring the accuracy by the trier of fact that is making that factual determination. That is the
position in a nutshell. The trier has the discretion even wh~¢ a party has, for example, waived a right, the trier
h~s tl~ discretion to admit additional evidence even where the vvidene¢ was available at trial if they think it
goes to miscamage of jv,~tie¢, I am not saying that is the standard here, Your Honottr, but the point being if
you can imagine the P~os~ulion failing, dearly in this ease, to ask for a r¢-heat~g or reply ease, but
subsequently it finds out that the wi~¢ss confessional statements we~ corn let01 coea’eed and the
doubt that they are absolutely not true" T A 2 Jul 2 P Y to is no

, .~ ), y 002, pp. 137 to 139,m Kambanda Ap.poal Judgement, para, 25. See also Akayesu Al~pe~ Judgement, para. 113. The prindple of
waiver was also ’affirm,~d by ICTY Appeals Chambe~ in ~¢ ~¢lebidi Appe,,al ,ludgcanent (para. 640),
FurundYjja Appeal J’udgemont (para. 174) and TadidAppeal J’udgemetat (para. 55),
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THIRD GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGATIONS OF ERRORS IN

THE ASSESSMENT OF EVIDENCE CONCERNING THE

"TRAFIPRO" ROADBLOCK AND THE GATWARO STADIUM

72. As regards this ground of appeal, the Appeals Chamber understands that the

Prosecution begau by alleging that the Trial Chamber committed three general errors in its

assessment of the evidence concerning the crimes committed at the Trafipro roadblock and

Gatwaro stadium,v’2 According to the Prosecution, these errors "affect the assessment of the

evidence throughout.,,i2a The Prosecution then alleged that the Trial Chamber com~tted

three "specific" en’ors, in the sense that they all relate to the assessment of three specific

issues in the Trial Yadgement, namely, the purpose of the Trafipro roadblock, the murder of

Judith and the presence of the Accused at the Gatwaro Stadium. In light of the above-

Mentioned errors, the Prosecution prayed the Appeals Chamber to reverse the Judgement

with respect to Comlts 1 to 6 of the indictment and to order a new trial.

A, General errQrsxu

1. WhB_~B ~_.~ljal Chamber ~plied an jncorrec_t stan,taC in ~ ~e_ssing the_ evidence of

~e preser~ce of the Accused at Gatwaro Stadium

73. As to whethe’~r the Accused was present at the Gatwaro Stadium, the Trial Chamber

made the following general observations:

The queslion wh¢ther ~¢ Accused was present at the Stadium is critical to all the charges
covering the l:efiod I3 to 18 April 1994. It follows from case law that mere pres¢nce at
the scene of crimhlaI events is not in itself incriminating [,,,]. One obvious reason for
ffds is that presence may have the purpose of preventing uhv commission of grimes.
Nonetheless, it" the Prosccution can establish that the Accused was at the Stadj,um during
the ¢ritic~ ~riod in quostioa, other elements of participation in the ~imv may be
presumable oJ: imputable. A pe.rson in authority, such as the Accused, runs the risk of
truing iden~ed with the p~rpetrators of the crim~s unless h~ is seen to be actively and
demonstrably opposing tho crimes. Thgmfor¢, th~ Pro~cution must load sufficient

~zz See In,eduction to the present Judgement (para. 7),

The alleged errors, as ~t out by the Appeals Chamber in the ~troducfion to this Judgemea~t, arc
follows: (i) ~ Application of a wrong criteria with regard to the assessment of evidence

reA~ng to the presence of the Accused at the Oatwaro Stadium during the 1reded when the ~fuge.e~

~. =_ . ,..~.,?~,: ~r~vu m a~ use o~ prior written statemeats;(iii) ~L_~: E~on~us
wrong relating to Wim#ss ~.
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evidence to convince the Chmber beyond reasonable doubt that the Accused was
present at the Stadium at some point during the relevant period. ~z5

In view of this, the Chamber will have to treat a bare allegation of preaonco with caution.
Put differently, a lack or" detail will raise doubts. The Charaber will then examine the
testimonies of other witnesses, or look to prior statements to clarify or test a wimoss’s
allegations. If corroboration is not found through this process, doubts will remain and
presence will not have boon established. It is incumbent on the Prosecution to adduce
sufficient evidence to convince the Chamber that the Accused was present and, ff so, to
demonstrate his role during the events.126

74. The Prosecution mainly submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law in its

assessment of the evidence, in so far as it made corroboration of the testimony of witnesses

a pro-condition to establish the guilt of the Accused of the crimes committed at the Gatwaro

Stadium. In other words, whenever the Trial Chamber determined that there was a lack of

detail in a testimony, it examined the testimonies Of other witnesses and looked to prior

statements in order" to clarify or test the witness’s allegation. Thus, according to the

Prosecution, the T~ial Chamber relied on this process of seeking corroboration of the

alleged facts. In this connection, the Prosecution submits that different statements made by

the same witness cannot be used to corroborate each order.127

75. The Appeah Chamber observes first of all that the Trial Chamber was right in

proceeding with caution with respect to the question of the identification of the Accused at

the Stadium. As the. Appeals Chamber of the ICTY indicated in the Kupre~rMd Appeal

Judgement. a Trim Chamber must proceed with extreme caution when assessing a wimess"

identification of an accused made under difficult circumstances:

In cases befot’~ this Tribunal, a Trial Chamber must always, in the interests of justice,
proceed with extreme caution when assessing a witness’ identification of the accused
made under d.~ult circumstances. While a Trial Chamber is not obliged to refer to
every piece, oJ." evidence on the trial record in its ~dgement, wher~ a finding of guilt is
made on the basis of identification evidence given by a witness under difficult
circumstances, the Trial Chamber must rigorously implement its duty to provide a
"reasoned opiMon", In p~ticular, a reasoned opinion must carefully articulat~ the factors
relied upon in suppoR of the identification of the accused and adequatdy address a~ll~
significant faczors imlmcting negativdy on the reliability of the identification ~videace.

76. After stating, in paragraph 532 of the Trial Judgement, tha a bare allegation of the
t 6~ *

presence of the Accused" should be treated "with caution" and that "a lack of detail will

izs Trial. Judgement, par& 531

12~/bid., para. 532.
c,7 App~llant’s Brief, para. 4.3 to 4.9, notably para. 4.7.
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r + 95mac doubts , the Trial Chamber set out its general approach to assessing evidence in view

of the need to proceed with caution as indicated above: the Trial Chamber first indicated

that it "will examine the testimonies of other wimesses" and that it may "look to prior

S a "t tements, in order to "clarify or test a witness’s allegations". The Trial Chamber then

went on to sayth " " - ¯a~ ff corroboration is not found through this process, doubts will remain

and presence will not have been established". Finally, it stated that, in any event, "it is

incumbent on the Prosecution to adduce sufficient evidence to convince the Chamber that

the Accused was present and, if so, to demonstrate his role during the events".129

77. While considering the evidence adduced before it, the Trial Chamber indeed adopted

the approach described above, with respect to the presence of the Accused on 13 April

1994,x3° 14 April 1994TM and 18 April 1994.132

1~ KupregkM Appeal JucLgement,.para. 39.

~ Judgment, para. 532.
~o Indeed, the Trial Chamber considered the testimonies of two witnes,mes, namely Witnesses A and AC, who

claimed to have soon the. Accused at the stadium, first by assessing the detail and logic therein, then, whenever
it deemed it necessary, by comparing the testimonies to prior statements of the witnesses, and pointing out any
inlaerent inconsistencies See Trial Judgement

533I~1 hid---’ ~- "~ " ’ _ , paras, to 543.
Pea, me i nal Chamber stated, with regard to Witness A, that "[t]he circumstances of Witness A’s

sighting of the Accused on this day are not clear." (Trial Judgement, par a. 547) and that "[aJs for the
A ’ccUsed s conduct and oth~r details concerning the course of his visit, the information supplied by Witness A
was very limited." (Trial ludgement, para. 548). It is only Ju "the absence of other details" that the Trial
Chamber looked into prior slatcments of Witness A and slated that the "It]he chronology of visits by the
Accused as found in W~’moss A’s testimony does not coincide with that of his statement of 29 June 1999."
(Trial Sudgement, para.549). With’ respect to Witness’ AC, the Trial Chamber concluded that his tvstimony
"does not donvineingly corroborate that of Wimess A." (Trial Judgement, para. 551) and added that "[t]he
doubt ~ the Chamber’s mind is not disl~lle.d by consideration of the wituess’s statement of 21 ~lune 1999."
(Trial Judgement, para. 552). Finally, the Chamber concluded that "[tJhe paucity of th~ eviden~ as to the
A
p~U~s ~escnee. (including the conditions of observation in a crowded Stadium) adduced by th~
¯ osecution ~rom wxmesses A and AC, when considered together with the lack of mutual corroboration, the

mgns o~’ uncertainty in the accounts of both witnesses as to the date of the sighting, and the suggestion by the

tiou Wi~¢SSeS that the _Accus+exi was in Maballza commw~ at 9 a .m. oti the da in quesdonreruns mm me rrosccuuon s evid~ , Y ,+ nee or- the Accused s ~esence at the Stadium on 14 April 1994 falls short
of the applicable standard ~er~of. "(Trial Judgement ,,,,, ~,;a~
’~ ~Qe q~.:^t ,,’+-- -- ,_ . _ ¯ o ~, jp.mm,., ~,..,o/.~rmt ~namocr c,:~nslclerect the evidence of the three witnesses, namely Witnesses AA, Aet G, who
testified to having seen the Accused at the stadium on that date. T.dal Judgement, para. 606. As concerns
Witness AA, the Chamber stated that it would assess "hi
as.a whole in chronological order." (Trial Judgement, s testimony and any eredibillty issues that may arisepar& 607). After analysing the witness’ testimony andprior statements (Trial Ju.;|gement, para. 608 to 618), and mindful of the fact that the said testimony was to 
treated "with caution" and that "other sources" were to be looked into "for corroboration" (Trial 3"udgement,
para. 619), the Trial Cha~:aber concluded that "[i]n view of the considerable nmnber of difficulties presented
by Witness AA’s testimony, the Chambea- is unable to accept any of its elements unless they are strongly
corroborated by other sou:tees [...]" (Trial Judgement para, 636). As concerns Witness A, the Trial Chamber
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78. Contrary to the Prosecution’s contention, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that

by adopting such an approach, the Trial Chamber was simply exercising the required

caution Mindful of the need to proceed with caution in the examination of each allegation

regarding the iden~fication and presence of the Accused at the Stadium, the Trial Chamber

focussed on assessing the credibility and reliability of the wimesses appearing before it.

With regard to eacl:t witness, it was within its discretion to assess any inconsistencies noted

and determine whether, in Hght of the overall evidence, the witness was reliable and his

evidence credible. To this end, it either resorted to corroboration of the oral testimony from

other evidence,’-~ including other testimonies,1~4 or compared or confmned the content of

the oral testimony of the witness with his prior statement(s),us But the Trial Chamber did

not suggest that con:~boration was necessary in every case as a matter of Iaw.

"}9. The Appeals Chamber fails to see in what way the approach adopted by the Trial

Chamber for corroboration constitutes an eater. Of course, as the Prosecution stated, it is

well settled that "the testimony of a single witness on a material fact may be accepted as

evidence without the need for corroboration.,,t~6 However, the Appeals Chamber considers

that this jurisprudence cannot be interpreted to mean that a Trial Chamber cannot resort to

corroboration; the Trial Chamber can do so by virtue of its discretion. In the present case,

the Trial Chamber was entitled to verifT the facts and assess the credibility of witnesses by

reference to the testimony of other wimesses.

80. Moreover, the Appeals Chamber dismisses the Pros~ution’s argument that the Trial

Chamber sought mutual "corroboration" of different statements made by the same witness

noted that his testimony was "very brief", regarding the Accuse.d’s alleged pre.scneo before the attack (Trial
Judgment, para 639) Th~ Chamber norexl that the informa~ ovidcd

*, . ¯ .was dimout to interprot" i-ial 1u , ~ .by.y. Wimess A m his pnor statement
. (T dgcmcnt, pat’a. 640). Fmall , the Trim ¯ .provided by Witness A was u ..,, . __ Y _. : _t;nambe¢ found that ~h¢ ex~denee, aclear. (Trial lndgtmaent, para. 641 LastlChamber began by consiccrmg ¯ "certain’ omts that . ) ....y, wzth respect to Witness G, the

P go to the cmatbility of Witness G’s testhnony" (TrialJ’udgement, par& 644), then, after analysing his testimony in dernil it foun the Prosecution’
was insufficient (Trial 1udg0ment, paras. 652 and 653). , d that s evidene~133 ~ ~ .e,¢ ~or instance Trial ludgeanent, paras. 551, 608, 619, 621, 628, 629, 636 and 653.
~ For example, at para. 636, the Trial Chamber stated that "In view of the considerable number and variety of
~ata~yted=:Yc W.~e.ss" _AA_’_s_testimo,ay the Chamber is unable to accept any of its elements unless

13s uy omor sources.

63:ee, for instance, Trial Judgement, paras. 536, 538, 540, 549, 550, 552, 610, 612, 615, 618, 622, 622 and
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(namely, a confessional statement of a witness with his previous statement).157 The Appeals

Chamber is of the view that, in this case, the Trial Chamber was simply seeldng to establish

the consistency of the said evidence, and hence, the credibility of the testimony, which is

part of the main responsibilities of a trier of fact. The Appeals Chamber therefore considers

that the Trial Chamber’s findings should be viewed within the context of the Trial

Chamber’s overall .assessment of the consistency and credibility of the evidence.

81. /n view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Prosecution has not

demonstrated that the Trial Chamber committed the alleged errors. Consequent/y, the

Appeals Chamber dismisses this part of the third ground of appeal.

J . ¯2 ~the Trial Chamber erred ~--lR.tlL~e of and elianee on riorwritten statements

82. The Prosecution essentially submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on

inconsistencies between the statements made to Prosecution investigators, on the one hand,

and confessional statements made to Rwandan authorities, on the other hand, without

having afforded the said witnesses an opportunity to explain the inconsistencies. The

Prosecution refers to its second ground of appeal138 and notes that the Defence did not

cross-examine certain Prosecution Witnesses with a view to testing their credibility on some

aspects of their testimony that it considered contradictory, and also that the Trial Chamber

did not use its discretion to put questions to witnesses.

83. With regard to the use made by the Trial Chamber of confessional statements, the

Appeals Chamber reiterates its conclusions concerning the second ground of appeal. Thus,

it is up to the party which considers itself aggrieved, in this case, the Prosecution, to request

the Trial Chamber to ca//back the witnesses fOr further cross-examination and provide

justification for such request.

- =

I~6~ -- ~~IZY’ ’~,¢/~m~ A ~.,~..I~__ J__ "

Th~ ~ati~ll ra~es iss:; wi~a ~’~- a u_~_ ~;_. ppea/Judgement, paras, 492 and 506
stated: ’With resigner thi~ .-~ ......

,~un ,yp~ ozcorroboration./ndeed, at the Auuc*I ~,°,,..:_2 ",_¯ ~’. ,, .tm~s a humor of problemaa ...... , ....... ’. r~ --. ,,,,~,,g, me Prosecutt¯ - -,~,-,, ,.,~t~ ,u mat at leact ill t . ~ , . . 011
3uri~d&tion of which 1am2002,aware’p,a 152.Previ°USThe ProsecutionStatement canthus’t corroboratereferred a subsequent statement," ~mphasis added). S~ T(A), 2 ,Iuly

’Witness " ..... . to para. 635 of the Judgement where the Trial Chamber held thats eoRtess~oaat statement of 11 November 1999 to the Rwandan ~thoriti.es ¢oeroborate# zh~
statement of 22 and 23 September 1999." (Emphasis added).
J~ Appellant’s Brief, paras, 4.10 and 4.12.
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84. With regard to the specific issue of the Trial C
’ ¯hamber s reliance on prior witness

statements, a question raised several times by the Prosecution, the Appeals Chamber refers

to its findings in paragraphs 94 et ,eq. of this Judgement arid dismisses this ground of

appeal.

85.

3. Whether the Trial Chamber erred by findin~Witn~t credible

The Prosec’~ttion impugns paragraph 747 of the Trial Judgement, which reads:

While th~ Chamber accepts that Pastor Muganga was taken ~om the communal office
area to the communal football field and killed, the events leading up to his death are
unclear. The only purported eye-witness to the killing was Witness Z, whosv testimony
the Chamber has found to be unreliable in relation to the allegations tending to
incriminate ~he Accused (See, in particular, $ub-s~tions V.5.5 and V.5.6, infra), 1a9

86. Despite the fact that the Trial Chamber actually found inconsistencies and flaws in

Wimess Z’s testimony, the Prosecution does not understand the "basis for the categorical

conclusion that whenever the evidence of Witness Z tends to incriminate the Accused, such

evidence is unreliable.,,14° The Prosecution submits that a review of the Trial Chamber’s

assessment of Witn’~ss Z’s evidence reveals that such a finding is not substantiated.

87. The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 747 constitutes a general conclusion

drawn from the "rriN Chamber’s observations in paragraphs 748 et seq. of the Judgement.

The Appeals Chami:~r is of the view that those paragraphs provide a clear view of the basis

for the finding set forth in paragraph 747, and dismisses the Appenant’s arguments in that

regard. For example, the Appeals Chamber notes that "the witness [Z] gave two different

versions as to how he found out about it [the order] [given by the Accused to Semanza to

kill Mugaaga].’’m ~[~ae Trial Chamber further stated that "[t]his shift in accounts [given by

1~ Emphasis added.
140 A 11 t’

pl~ an s Brief, para, 4.17. The Appeals Chamber sums up as follows the Prosecution’s allegations that
the Trial Chamber committed an error of fact: (1) at para. 947, the Trial C~tamlx~r did not subsumtiate its
finding that Witness Z was not erexh’ble and merely made reference to other parts of the Judgement (namely,
SectiOns V.5.5 and V.5.6); the Trial Chamber procce&d in a similar rammer at pata. 948 of the 3udgement; (2)
,he Prosecution fails to see how reference to Section V,5.6 of the ~udgement may serve as a basis for the Trial
Chamber’s general conc:Msion at para. 747 of the $edgcment; similarly, a~ording to the Prosecution, Section
V.5.5, which refers to S.:ction V.5.4.1 of the Judgement, does not substantiate such a fmdin 3 m
the fmdin im ed - - . g; ( ) oreovcr,g Imgn b~ the Prosecution appears to be at variance wt

"th other findings in thc Judgement. Theevidence adduced by the Prosecution against the Accused in res1:e~t of the crimes ~mmitmd in Bisesero
comes indeed partly from Witness Z.
m Trial Judgement, para. 749.
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Witness Z] between direct examination and cross-examination gives the impression of an

attempt by the witness to claim that his knowledge of the order allegedly issued by the

Accused was more immediate than it in fact was. Tlzis effort could stem from a desire to

incriminate the Accused more decisively [...] ,,.142

88. As the Appeals Chamber recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber is not required to

articulate in its Judgement every step of its reasoning in reaching particular findings.14~ The

Appeals Chamber :recalls that in order to establish an error of fact, the Prosecution must

prove that the Trial Chamber’s reasoning was incorrect, and as such resulted in a

miscarriage of just~.~. Simply criticising the reasoning adopted by the Trial Chamber is not

an adequate demonstration that the Trial Chamber commiRext an error of fact. As the

Prosecution failed t.o demonstrate that the Trial Chamber’s findings were unreasonable, this

ground of appeal must be dismissed.

B. ’_’S;Decifl¢" er~r_ors concerning the Trinl ~hamber’syt~essment of the evi.d,ence in

relation to_ the purpose of the Trafipro ros_dblock~ ,the murder of Judith and th~

[wesence of.the Accused a..t the Gatwaro S~d!umz44

89. The Appeals Chamber holds that the questions raised by the Prosecution with

respect to thc "specific" errors relate to three main, distinct issues:145 the Trial Chamber’s

assessment of the relevant evidence relating to the purpose of tbe Trafipro roadblock; the

Trial Chamber’s reliance on previous statements, namely, the statements made to

Prosecution investigators and the confessional statements made to Rwandan authorities (on

this point, the Appeals Chamber will address the Prosecution’s arguments as a whole,

insothr as this issue arises in relation to virtually all the questions raised); and finally the

Trial Chamber’s assessment of the evidence relating to the alleged presence of the Accused

at the Gatwaro Stadium.

~ ldem, pata. 749 (Emphasis added).
143 Kayishemw’Ruzindmm Appeal Judgement, para. 165; Furund~ija Appeal Judgement, para. 69; ~elebidi

Ap.~al Judg~’mcnt, pata. 481.
’~ As rccaJle.d by the Appeals Chamber in the introduction to the present Judgement: (i) F~. Error
rclazing to the assessment made by Trial Chamber regarding lho evidence tend#ted with regard to Ttafipro
roadblock; (ii) Second JI:IZg.D. Error in the assessment of the evide, nce relating to lhe murder of Judith; (Ri)
.~d error: l~rtor r~lating to the assessment of cviden~ relating to the presence or" lh¢ Accused at the Oatwaro
Stadium on 13, 14 and 18 April 1994.
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The Trial C ’humber s asse.~.ment of the_ relevant, evide-,’-~-___ relating to the purpose¯ of ~:_-

Trafiv_ro roadbl~t~

90. The Prosecution refers to the Trial Chamber’s findings in Chapter V of the Trial

Judgement as regards the purpose of the Trafipro roadblock .la6 It argues that the Trial

Chamber erred by not considering the testimonies of Witnesses KC. AB, RA, ZJ and that of

the Accused.14v Th4-~. Appellant submits that the evidence referred to shows that the Accused

was aware that identif3, cards were being checked at roadblocks, which had been erected for

the purpose of ide.ati~ing Tutsis. As early as the beginning of April 1994, the Accused

knew that Tutsis were actively sought out in Mabanza and other communes within Kibuye

prefecture. Accordi:ag to the Prosecution, the above-mentioned Witnesses revealed the real

purpose of the roadblock, namely, to find and kill Tutsis.~4s

The Prosecufion submits that the aforementioned testimonies show in essence that:

The Accused provided the bourgmestre of Tambwe and two other Tutsi

wom,~n with laissez-passers indicating that they were Hutu;149

The main purpose of the six roadblocks mounted in Mabanza was to identify

Tutsis;~s°

The ,Accused dissuaded five Tutsi nuns from going to Kibuye town because

of~,~ roadblocks they would encounter on their way;~5~

14s Indeed, the Appeals Chamber notes that th~ arguments advanee.~l by the Appellant in the various grounds of

radii a~ very si~ and can be grouped and analysed under three main headings, as set out below.
Triat Juageruent, par~s, 935 to 938.1~7 Appellant’s Brief, paras. 4.32 to 4.34.

~ Appellant’s Brief, paras. 4,35 m~d 4.36. In eSsence, the Prosecntion’s argument presented before the
Appeals Chamber repeats the one presented before 1he Trial Chamber. Para, 4,14 of the Indictment reads: "In
~icular, Ignsce B~it.4shema l~rmitted and encouraged Interahamwe militiamen to set up roadblocks at
strategic locations in and around Mabam:a commune. The primary purpose of the said roadblocks was to
sctr, en individuals irt order to identify and ~ingle out Tutsis." In its opening arguments before the Trial
Chamber, the Prosecution alleged that ’fin order to ensure that no Tutsi remained alive, be it those from within
or outside the commune, the Accused set up road blocks within Mabanza to help screen those fleeing from as
far away as Gitarama and Kigali." (See on this point, Trial Judgement, para. 926). According to the
Prosecution, Bagilishenla was aware that Tntsis were in danger while crossing the roadblodc, considering that
he issued false identity cards and that the purpose of the roadblock was to identify and kill Tutsis.
i~9 Testimony of Defenc~,~ Witness KC See Appellant’s Brief. rata. 4 31 citin th T "
~Tes ’ - " , - - g e hal ~ludgement, para. 243.timony of Witncse AB. See Appellant s Brief, para. ,~,32, citing T, 15 November 1999, p. 109.
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The Accused helped the brother-in-law of Defence Witness 7j by providing

him with an identity card, which had the word "Hum" written on it, to enable

his wife and other Tutsis to cross the roadblocks that had been erected on the

KigMi-Kibuye road, without experiencing problems;152

The Accused issued over I00 laissez-passers and feuilles de route to persons

from outside Mabanza commune and gave a witness several blank identify

cards which had the word "Hum" written on them so as to help citizens of

Mabanza who were living in Kigali.~53

92. The Appeal,~ Chaml~.r ob$erve~ that the Trial Chtmabor conMde, reA the t~,~timordcs

of all witnesses ea:Lled by the Appellant in other parts of the Trial ludgement, either in

Chapter IV entitled "General Issues’’ts4 or in the section entided "Roadblocks sighted in

Mabanza Commune.". The Trial Chamber considered their testimonies for the purpose of

"establishing whether the Accused was generally supportive of the massacres.,,1as It is the

view of the Appeals Chamber that the factual findings contained in Chapter V of the

/udgement must therefore be read " " ,,m the light of the General Issues" dealt with earlier. In
any event, as the Judgement must be viewed as a whole, it would be incorrect to assert that

in Chapter V of the Judgement the Trial Chamber failed to take into account the

submissions relating to the testimonies of Witnesses KC, AB, RA, ZJ, and the testimony of

the Accused in Chapter IV of the ludgemcnt.

93. Moreover, in Chapter V of the Trial Judgement, with regard in particular to the issue

as to the purpose ofme Trafipro roadblock, the Trial Chamber analysed the evidence before

it in order to addres~ the specific question as to whether the roadblocks had ofigiuaUy been

set up by the Accustxt for criminal purposes. Thus, it began by analysing the documentary

is1 Testimony of Defenc~ Witness RA. See Appellant’s Brief, pare. 4.33, citing the Trial ffudgemeaat, pare.

249,
152 T~ "sttmony of Defence Witness ZJ. See A llant’s B "

- -m Testimo P I~ neff, pare 4.33 erring the Trial Sud ~nmnt,
~ 2 ny of the Accused. See Appellant s Brief -am 4 aA .,.,a... ,!, ~, ...... .~ a~ ... para. 253.
¯ ~ee Trial lu ement , r ..... ,~,~ ~, o June z~, pp. ,;9 to o/.dg , pare. 243 for Witness KC; ]’udgenlent~ par& 249, for Witness RA; Trial Judgement,

para.AB appears253 for toWitneSShave ZJbecnandanalysed Judgement,under para.the255sectionet seq.offOr the A¢¢tlsed. The relevant testimony of Witness

Mabaw_.a Commune" in the ¯ . the Judgement entitled "Roadbloaks Sighted in
tss ........ factual findings of the Trial C’hamb~r (See Judgement, pare. 887 et seq.).

x nat Juagement, pare. 110.
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evidence presented by the Prosecution 15~ and then scrutinized the testimonies of the two

Prosecution,s wimesses who regularly attended the Trafipro roadblock ~57 On the basis of

the relevant evidence, the Tr/aI Chamber considered that it was Unable to conclude beyond

reasonable doubt tl:~t the aim of the Accused, when he set up the Trafipro roadblock, was to

screen out and kill Tutsi civilians.lSa/a the light o£ the above, the Appeals Chamber finds

nothing urireasonable in the Trial Chamber’s reasoning and findings with regard to this

specific point. It th~:;refore dismisses the Appellant’s submission on this point.

v~~ statements t~ "~w: -
anna authorJ ’¢s

94. Firstly, the Prosecution refers to the Trial Chamber’s findings as regards the

inconsistencies bev~een the testimonies of Witnesses y and Z in the Section of the

Judgementf the 3udgement,dealing~5,withth the purpose of the Trafipro roadblock. Referring to paragraph 937
o

" e Proseeut/on submits that:

The Trim Chamber erred insofar as it relied upon the written statement of

Witness y for the truth of its content, attributing more weight to this

statel:aent than to his testimony before the court and doing so without even

putting the statement to the Witness to determine whether he accepted it as

true; i,..~

- =

~:1bid., para. 935.
i).~ Trial Yudgement,
’°° At- .-P ~ 937.para. 938 of the Trial ludgement, the Trial Chamber stated that "the

~t" "kT~ .,~2 ~J (as out rather in the ......... m documentation or re,...,.=.~ Trafipro any
° ~ u|at: Oarl be S "" " ~pca:auon$ t~ - --"-~,.,u 01~ ill ", at..I at th~s ’ " mselves And ¯ structioasarm of file Ac point ~s that the Pr, ’ . the Tdal Chum

Js~ ,,,;_3 , cused, whoa he set up the Trail--- os_ecution has not shown bcyon-~ -- :- l~r thus concludedzms paragrgph rOads. ,,,vt,,, .... =,.pro roadblock, was to ~_~ ~ re, asona~e doubt thad/fferin aec . - ,,,~ two prosecution ’ screen out mad kill Tuts" " ¯ ;, t theg cunts of~ts , w~tnesses wh * cavdiaas~urtmse. With ¯ o regulady atton ’ess Z testified that the A -.
,_ ded the Trafipro madbloc

the enemies are escaping,’ The witness understood the Ace
~..ed asked him k gaveto melters of the t~F ,rod Rpp ¯ ased to b¢ r " to ~rect a roadblock "b~causv

identification, wheth--. ,v ........ -Sympath~sers. Witness
_ _. ¢f’e.rring to Tutsi in sea _He ¯ ’-- ~,tsx, nutu or T Y, on the other h ’ era/, as we//as

exP/ained that Ru " - wa, could ass thr and, said that an -
the shi~tba aad Ru ¯ p cash the roadbloe ’ yon¢ vnth pt r

Accused " kanos had v " k wxthou . . op¢
¯ Witness AP w. gz e~ him relevant" ¯ t cxpcrieac~a oL, he was not a ~t,,~, ..... mstruetioz~ wh;..t, t,h ..... g pr blems,had set up roadblocks

---.-,- ,-cruDer at the Trafivro ro-~.,~’-’:_". ~’.?Y s.aia, had come from
=" =~u~ucK;, ICSLI.tlO0 thaomittod) to ’::outrol the movements of/nkotanyi attempting to infiltrate the commune,’, O%Otnotes

i~0 ’ , , ’ t the Accused
Appellant s Brief, para. 4,40. The APpellant refers to ira arguments regarding the Fust ground of appeal.
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Though there may be circumstauccs where a statement may be admitted for

the u~uth of its contents, notably pursuant to Rule 92bis of the Rules,le~ no

such consideration was given by the Trial Chamber in admitting the

statement for this purpose. It appears that the Trial Chamber may simply

have: been mistaken in its appreciation of the difference between testimony

and prior statement.~62 Moreover, its reliance on the statement means that it

placed greater weight on the out-of-court statement than the live mstimony of

a witness.163

95. Secondly, t21e Prosecution challenges the Trial Chamber’s findings as regards the

murder of Judith. Referring mainly to paragraphs 959 to 961 of the Trial Judgement,~c~ it

raised the following main arguments:

The inconsismucy relied upon by the Trial Chamber to find Witness Z

unrc).iable arises from a difference between Witness Z’s confession to

Rwaudan authorities, his written statement and his testimony. However,

neither the Defencc nor the Trial Chamber put this single inconsistency to

~6t Appeltant’s Brief, paza. 4.44. In this instance, the Prosecution is rderdng to Rule 92his of the Rules of

ICTY and the case law rt~ating thereto.
16~ App~/laut’s Brief. para. 4.44.
j ex~ lbic£, para, 4.44.

J~ Pata. 959 of the Trial Judgement reads: "Once again, the only cvidence of the A~usexl’s direct
involvement in the killing of Judith is the testimony of Witness Z. He chimed to have had a conversation with
the Accused in front of t~t¢, bureau communal, just after Judithwas escorted past. "Para. 960 of thc ludgcment
reads: The Chamber ace~ts that Witness g was involved in the killing of Judith. (According to Wimcss Y’s
statement of 17 September 1999, Wimess Z, Rushimba and he led Judith to her house, whcr~ she was killed by
Rushimba). However, the Chamber cannot rely on other aspects of Witness Z’s account of the incident." And
the Trial Chamber added: "In his confession of 22 Jtme 1998, Wimess Z admitted his involvement in the
muaier of Judith but said nothing about an ¢neounte.r with the A~usr.d, in spite of mentioning him in relation
to the killing of Pastor Muganga. He first rcfarrcd to meeting the Accused in his statement of 18 Septambcr
1999, whare he declared: "He asked us where we had found Judith, and before we could answer, he went on to
say: ’That’s okay.’ This is in contradiction with his testimony (as ex¢crpte, d above), according to which the
witness had the oPIX~Rtnity to reply to the Accused’s question before being told, "That’s fine". Otlmr
inconsistencies are appm’-.nt but need not be entered into here. The point is that the supposed conversation
betwe, cn Witness Z and ~ho Accused is not corroborated. Wimess Y who, according to Witness 7,, was only
some meters ahead did not refer to any conv¢~ation between Witness Z and the Accused. It is possible, of
cours.~, that the Accused who was, according to Witness Y, in his office when Judith was taken past, took
notice and came out to the entrance where he met Witness Z. However, this mere possibility cannot fortify the
account of a witness whose mareliability is questionable (V.5.4.1 and 5.5)." See Trial Judgement, para. 961
(Footnotes omitted).
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the Witness. On this point, the Prosecution refers the Appcals Chamber to

the s,~cond ground of appeal;165

The inconsistency does not undermine the cvidcnc, that the Accused came

out of his office when Judith was escorted past his premises, and had a

cons~rsation with Witness Z. Furthex, Witness Y’s testimony is not

inconsistent with Witness Z’s and cannot be used to discredit Witness Z’s

testimony duc to the fact that "the supposed conversation between Witness Z

and r.he Accused is not corroborated.’’166 In that connection, the Prosecution

contends that Witness Z’s testimony is corroborated substantially by the

testimony of Witness y)67 According to the Prosecution, the Trial Chamber

should have asked Witnesses Y and Z to explain themselves on these minor

inconsistencies. )68

96. In the light of the above, the Appeals Chamber understands that the Prosecution

takes issue with the.. Trial Chamber on two main points. In respect of these points, the

Appeals Chamber considers as follows:~6~

The Trial Chamber not only relied upon prior statements in order to assess

the credibility of the wimssses but it also used them for the truth of their

contc:at.

97. According to the Prosecution, only evidence admitted as hearsay may be relied upon

for the truth of its content (on this point, the Prosecution is referring to Rule 92b/s of the

~ Aplmllant’s Brief, pat-s. 4 51.~ss Ibm., par~ 4.55.
t67 The Prosccutio~ indeed1 considers that corroboration exists "as both witnesses testify in essence: "that

J’udith was apprehended near the roadblock; that she was Tutsi; that Rushimba brought her back to fits
roadblock; that she was taken to her house to be killed there; that she was taken past th~ window of the office
of the Accused; and that !Rushimba and Witness Y killed her, not Z". See Apl~Uant’s Brief, para. 4.57.
~s The Prosecution suhroi~s that "[w]imass Y was not asked about thc role of Wi~e.,ss Z, nor was he
questioned abont wheth~ Wimess Z was following him and mcct with the Accused" (Appellaut’s Brief, para.
4.55). It also contends that "[a]s Witness Z was 5 to 10 metres behind Witness Y, and continued oa to ~udith’ 
house, it is reasonablc that Y may not havc heard a conversation botwetm Z and the Accused. This possibility
is accepted by the Trial Chmmlmr. Once again, it is noteworthy that Witness Y was not questioned in this
regard" (Appollant’s Brief, para. 4.5S).
:~T(A), 2 July 2002, pp. 1~4 to 145.
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Rules of ICTY), not prior witness statements. The Prosecution submits that such evidence

should be relied upon only for the assessment of the credibility of witnesses.

98. The Appeals Chamber notes that, in the paragraphs of the Iudgement mentioned bv

the Prosecution,17° file Trial Chamber indeed relied on previous statements of witnesses for

the truth of their ec, ntent. However, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that such reliance

does not constitute ~m error in this instance.

99. The Appeals Chamber recalls that, at the time of the trial, the only legal authority

with regard to adrrhssion of evidence was Rule 89(C) of the Rules, which provides that "[a]

Chamber may adm~.~ any relevant evidence which it deems to have probative value. "171 The

Trial Chamber therefore assessed the admissibility of the prior statements solely on the

basis of Rule 89 of file Rules, by properly weighing their relevance and probative value. At

paragraphs 24 and 25 of the Trial Iudgement, it set out its approach in the assessment of the

evidence, in the following terms:

24. Regarding in particular the assessment of testimony, the Chamber observes that,
during the present trial, previous written statements of most witnesses appzaring in this
case were tendered in their textual entirety as exhibits. On occasions, the parties and,
where appropriate, the Chamber, have raised haconsisteneies between the content of an
earlier statement and the testimony during the trial. The Chamber’s point of departure
when assessing the account given by a wimess is his or her testimony in court. Of course,
differences between earlier written statements and later teslimony iu court may be
explained by many factors, such as the lapse of time, the l~guage used, the questions put
to the witness and the accuracy of interpretation and transcription, and the impact of
trauma on the witnesses. However, whore the inconsistencies carmot be so explained to
the satisfaction of the Chamber, the rdiabiliw of wimess’ testimony may be questioned.

25. Finally, t~te Chamber notes that hearsay evidence is not inadmissiblv per so, even
when it is not corroborated by direct ev.idence. Rather, the Chamber has considered such
hearsay evide~loe with caution, in accordan~ with Rule 89. When relied upon, such
evidence has, as all other evidence, been subject to the tests of relevance, probative wlue
and reliability.

100. The Appeals Chamber considers that, in this case, the Trial Chamber relied on prior

statements of witnesses for two purposes: on the one hand, to assess the credibility of the

370 In its Appellant’s Brief, the Prosecution gives the example of the third para~al~ of the Trial Chamber’s

findings regarding the parpose of the Trafipro roadblock, namely para, 937 of the Trial Judgement (See
Appdlant’s Brief, para. 4.38 et seq,), At the Appeal heating, the Prosecution also cited para. 920 ia support of
i~ argument (See T(A), 2 ~Iuly 2002, pp 150-151)

R le 92&s did not exist at the time of the trial. The Proseeution’s arguments with regard to Rule 92bis of
the Rules of ICTY are therefore not relevant in this case. The Appeals Chamlx:r notes that Rul~ 92bi,, has
since been included in ICI’Y Rules. See T(A), 2 July 2002, p. 159.
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witnesses, and on the other hand for the truth of their content. In the latter case, the Trial

Chamber had good grounds to proceed in the way it did, insofar as the prior statements were

regarded as hearsay evidence. As "previous written statements of most witnesses appearing

in this case wcrc tendered in their textual entirety as exhibits,’’172 it was the responsibility of

the Trim ChambeL pursuant to Rule 89 of the Rules, to determine, by virtue of its

discretion, the weight to attach to such statements. The Appeals Chamber holds that, at the

time, nothing prevented the Trial Chamber from admitting prior statements as hearsay

evidence; and this was the case even in instances where the witnesses concerned had

testified at triM. 17~

(2) In if.re instances where the Trial Chamber relied upon differences between

the wimesses’ prior statements and their testimony in court, it failed to ask

the witnesses to explain themselves on the said differences.

101. The Appeals Chamber holds the view that the Prosecution cannot allege on appeal

that the Trial Chamber committed an error in this regard. It was incumbent upon the

Prosecution, when necessary, to request the Trial Chamber to order further cross-

cxamh~afion in order to dispel any doubt regarding any inconsistencies that could affect the

credibility of witnesses. The Prosecution cannot raise such an argument for the first time on

appeal whereas the :problem was not brought to the attention of the Trial Chamber at trial

(see the findings of ~:he Trial Chamber regarding the second ground of appeal).

3. Assessment c)f._the evidence reJatine to the ~esence of ~e A~,used at the Qa, twaro

t.S_tadium on 13, 1_4 and 18 Avril 199A

a~.)___A~msence oft] e Accused at e Gatwar dium on 13 " 1994

102. The Prosecu(:[on argues that a number of inconsistencies noted by the Trial Chamber

between Witness AC’s prior statement and his testimony in court are immaterial, and that,

moreover, the inconsistencies were not put to the Wimess during her testimony,m The

~2 Trial Judgement, para. 24.
m During the hearing on appeal, the Prosecution indeed argued that it was somewhat illogical for the Trial

Chamber to admit evide~tce as hearsay evidcnc, in so far as the concerned witness was sitting in the witness
box. See T(A), 2 July 20:~2, pp 160 and
174 A ’ - ¯ 161.ppellant s Brief, pare, 4.66.
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Prosecution refers in particular to the discrepancy relied upon by the Trial Chmnber in

relation to wher~ the Accused was standing and what she beard the Accused say.

103. Concerning the reproach made to the Trial Chamber for having taken into account

the discrepancy as to the time when the Accused arrived at the Stadium,~Ts the Appeals

Chamber dismisses the Prosecution’s arguments. Firstly, as submitted by the Respondent,176

it is clear that the Trial Chamber recognized that the discrepancy regarding the time was

immaterial. Secondly, the discrepancy regarding the time when the witnesses saw the

Accused at the Stadium appears to have been less crucial for the Trial Chamber than that

regarding the moment when the Accused is alleged to have arrived at the Stadium. The Trial

Chamber’s use of ’~he terms "before" and "after" in italics in the Sudgement affirms this

interpretation. In the view of the Appeals Chaxnber, nothing in the Trial Chamber’s course

of action indicates that it was unreasonable in this instance.

104. With respect to the argument that the discrepancy as to the wording of what the

Accused said was a minor one, the Appeals Chamber sees nothing unreasonable in the Trial

Chamber’s findings at paragraph 541 of the Judgem~t. In any event, the Prosecution has

failed to demonstrate the alleged error. As stated by the Respondent, it was the combination

of inconsistencies a~. to when the Respondent arrived, where he stood and what he said that

was considered crucial by the Trial Chamber.177 Indeed, the Trial Chamber explained

that "’[i]t has not bee.n proved beyond reasonable doubt that the Accused was present at the

Stadium in Kibuye on 13 April 1994. Even assuming that be was there, the testimonies of

the witnesses provided little information about the purpose of the visit. Witness AC’s

tesfnnony seems to indicate that he simply came to verify whether the refugees had arrived

at the Stadium. There is insufficient evidence of criminal intent. No crime, s under the Statute

~75 The Prosecution refexs, on this point, to para. 539 of the Trial Judgement which reads: "Also, Wi~ess AC

testified to seeing the Accused on 13 April 1994 at the Stadiura, but at around 3 p.m. The Chamber does not
attach significance to the fact that Witness A made Ilia observation at 2 p.m., wh~,as Witn~s AC apparently
saw him at 3 p.m. Wimess A tcstifi~ that he was giving only an cstiraat¢, as he had no watch. Moreover, it is
quite understandable if l:oth wimesses had di~culties in recalling the exact time of their observation almost
six years after the event. However, Witness A restilied that the Accused joined the refuges ("nous 
retrogvd") at around 2 p.m. b~ore the gates of the Stadium were opened, whereas Witness AC observed him
arrive at around 3 p.m.e.:ter the refugees were atrcady inside. Moreover, if the Accused was present when the
re~ge~ from Mabanza were about to ent~ the Stadium, it s~ms unlikely that he would return at a later stage
to ask whether the tefttgees he had sent had arrived, as suggested by Witness AC. " See Appellant’s Brie$,
papa. 4.64.
aT~ Rcspondent’s Brief, para. 402.
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had been committed at the Stadium by that stage. Therefore, there can be no question of

liability.,,17g

(b) Presence o_f_.t.he_Ac.cused at the Cratwaro S~dium on 14 April 199A.

105. The Prosecution submits that in its assessment of the evidence related to 14 April

1994, the Trial Chmnber applied an incorrect test, namely that "in the absence of details" in

the oral testimony of Witness A the Trial Chamber considered the prior statements of this

witness and compared its content to his oral testimony.179

t06. According to the Prosecution, the oral testimonies of Witnesses A and AC contain

ample evidence upo’a which a reasonable trier of fact would have concluded the presence of

the Accused at the Stadium.18° It further submitted that there was no basis for resorting to

the previous stat¢n~nts of the witness for "corroboration". Therefore, the Trial Chamber

erred in failing to put such inconsistencies to Witness A at trial to afford him an opportunity

to provide explanations for the said inconsistencies,t81

107. The Appeals Chamber dismisses the Prosecutiou’s arguments relating to the Trial

Chamber’s alleged application of an incorrect test in its assessment of the evidence. By

virtue of its discretionary power, the Trim Chamber could consider the written statements

"in the absence of c,ther details" in order to assess the reliability and credibility of a given

wimess. In this instance, it is only after the Trial Chamber noted that the information

provided by Witnes~ A was "very limited’’182 that it decided to proceed, "in the absence of

17~Re, pondent’s Brief, para. 408.
17,Trial ffudgcm~nt, ~a. 543,
~9AppoUant’s Brief, pe:m. 4.73.
18oApp¢llant’s Brief, p.~xa. 4.74. With respect to Witness A, the Prosecution argues that Witness A provided
detailed information relating to th~ pr~senco of Bagilish~ma at the Stadium and considers that tho discl~paney
observe¢l by the Trial C~ambcr bctwc~n th~ tostimony of Wi~ess A atad his prior statements ought to have
b¢cm put to the Witness for clarilicarjon (See APl~llant’s Brief, paras. 4.75 and 4.75). R~garding Witness AC,
the Prosecution submits that there was atr~ple evidence upon which to conclud~ that the Witness AC was able
to see the Respondent t~rough the Stadium gates, and see the Accused’s car, which was parked on the other
side of the Stadium wall (Scc App~Ilant’s Brief, para. 4.77).
~81 Appellant’s Brief, pz~m. 4.79.
m Trial .l,adgemont, para. 548.
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derails",~83 to look into the witness’ prior statements. The Appeals Chamber does not find

the Trial Chambo ’,,r ,. approach unreasonable.

108. With respect to the argument that the oral testimonies of Witnesses A and AC

combined provide sufficient evidence upon which a reasonable Trial Chamber would have

found that the Accu;sed was present at the Stadium, the Appeals Chamber does not consider

the Trial Chamber’,~ reasoning to be unreasonable, in light of the evidence adduced, and

considering the comradictory nature of the evidence. The Trial Chamber assessed and

weighed the evidence adduced, in view of the specific circumstances of the case, in

detemaining whether, on the whole, the accounts of both witnesses wera relevant and

cre+dible,ls4

Presence of (he Accused at the Gatwaro St~dim:cL on 18 April 199, 

109. The Prosecu,aon submits that the assessment of the oral testimonies of Witnesses G

and A,lss and the inferences drawn therefrom were erroneous. The Prosecution contends

that the Trial Chamber took into consideration facts which were not evident on the record,

and which caused it to speculate that there were other factors which affected the ability of

Witness G to see the Accused.is6 According to the Prosecution, if the Trial Chamber

assessed the evidence correctly, in light of the fact that Witness G knew the Accused, the

verdict of the Chamber would have been affected.’S7

110. The Appeals Chamber rejects the Prosecution’s aliegations. It recalls that the Trial

Chamber expressly visited Rwanda in order to "better appreciate the evidence to be adduced

during the trial ,,~ss. The visit no doubt enabled the trial judges to form a concrete and

18~ Ib""" ma., para. 549.
~4 ’~rhc paucity of the ¢vidence as to the Accused’s presence (including the conditions of observation in 

crowflcd Stadium) adduced by ~ Prosecution from Witncssos A and AC, wh¢u consid~ed together with file
lack of mutual cortobot;ation, lh¢ signs of uncertainV/in the accounts of both witnesses as to the da~¢ of the
sighting, and the suggestion by two other Prosecution w~tnesses that the Accused was in Mabanza commun~ at
9 ~m. on the day in que.~tion, means that the Prosecution’s evidence of the Aceused’s presence at the Stadium
on 14 April 1994 falls shoR of the applicable standard of proof. "S~ Trial Jtldg~mcnt, para. 553.
lss Here the Prosocutiolt is making reference to paras. 649 and 651 of file Tri~ Judgement. See Apl:~llant’s

Brief, paras. 4.87 and 4.88.
Is6 Appel]ant’s Brief, psra 4 87
Ig~ A_ ~, , - " "

9Pe~ant s Brief, lmra 4,90, The Prosecution also argued that the fact that the wi~ess may not have
known Kayishema sufficiently to be able to clearly identify him does not necessarily affect the wimess’ ability
~or~gnise the Accuser. See Appedlant’s Brief, para. 4,89.

Trial Judgement, paraL 10,
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realistic opinion of the situation. The information gathered during the visit cannot be

considered speculatkve, especialiy given that the visit was aimed at assessing the evidence

relating mainly to the question of the witnesses’ conditions of observation at the stadium.

111. It appears to tim Appeals Chamber that the main issue for the Trial Chamber was to

determine whether Witness G could clearly identify the Accused at the Stadium on that day.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber should have taken into consideration the

fact that Witness ~ knew the Accused. This argument must be rejected as the Trial

Chamber did recoe.nize that the Witness "knew the Accused wcU.’’~s~ Furthermore, it

appears that this issue was not crucial for the Trial Chamber; as indicated in the

Rcspondent’s Brief,19° it was rather the issue of visibility which appears to have been

crucial for the Trim Chamber. The question before the Trial Chamber was how Witness G

was able, given the distance between him and the stadium, to specifically identify the

Accused among the attackers.191 Upon reading the Judgement, it appears that the Trial

Chamber had a veT,’ precise idea of the configuration of the place. It also appears that the

Prosecution clearly did not provide sufficient information to the Chamber and that the

testimonies of the w imesses who appeared before it could not support a finding by the Trial

Chamber that the Accused was present at the Stadium on 18 April 1994. Once again, the

Appeals Chamber is of the view that the Prosecution failed to show that the findings of the

Trial Chamber on ~.’Ls issue were unreasonable.

112. In view of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses all the submissions made

under the third groined of appeal.

113. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses all the grounds of appeal raised by the

Prosecution, as the Prosecution has failed to establish that the Trial Chamber committed any

error of fact leading to a miscarriage of justice or any error of law invalidating the

ludgement.

~s9/bid., pare. 650.
~9o Respondent’s Brief, pare. 455.
i91 ladzed, the Trial Chatnb~r explained that "[a]lthough under favourable conditions of observation, a familiar

face may be easily re, ognisable, albeit not ne, c~sarily distinctive, the Chamber is ooneemed as to how the
witness was able to specifically identify the Accused and Kayishoma amongst the attackers over this
distance." See Trial .ludg,.~’aent. pare. 649.
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VI. DISPOSITION

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber, on 3 Iuly 2002, at Arusha, ruled

as follows:

"’The Appeals Chamber,

andPursuantEvidence,t° Article 24 of the Statute of the Tribunal and Rule 118 of the Rules of Procedure

Cons~der|ng the written submissions of the Panics and their oral arguments at the hearing
of 2/xdy 2002,

Unant:0aously Dismisses the arguments of Ignace Bagilishcma regarding the inadmissibility
of the Prosecution’s Appeal,

Unamznously Dismisses the appeal lodged by the PJ:osecution against the ludgement
delivered on 7 June 2001, arm will give the Reasons for the Judgement in due comsv,

Afflrltts the acquittal by the Trial Chamber on all the counts in the Indictment,

Rules that it is not necessary therefore to consider all the motions fried by Ignacc
Bagilishvma pursuant to Rule 115 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, and the Motion
for Protecdvv Measures for Defenee Witnesses,

Orders the immcdiam release of Ignac¢ Bagilishcma~

Rules that it is therefore not ncr~ssary. . . .t°. consider,, the "’RequSte urgeme de l’Intim~ en
demande de main levee de contrOle judicmwe [Respondent’s Urgent Motion for the Lifting
of ludicial Control Measures] filed on 2 July 2002,

Rules that this Judgement shall be enforced immediately pursuant to Rule 119 of the Rules
of ~ocedure and Evidence.

Done ia French and English, the French text being authoritative.

Claude Jorda Mohamcd Shahabuddeen
David HuntPresiding Judge Judge
Judge

Fausto Pocar Theodor Meron
Judge Judge

Dated this third day of July 2002
At ArtL~ha, Tanzania."
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The masons for Judgement are now set out in the foregoing text.

Done in French and English, the French text being authoritative.

i

Claude Jorda Mohamed Shahabuddeen
Presiding Judge Judge

David Hunt

Judge

Fausto Pocar Theodor Meron

Judge Judge

Dated this thirteenth day of December 2002

[Seal of the Tribunal]
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ANNEX A: APPEALS PROCEEDINGS

1, _Summary of facts relatin~r to filinfs on appeal

1. On 9 July 2001, the Prosecution appealed the Judgement rendered on 7 June 2001

by the Trial Chamber.192 By decision dated 26 September 2001, the Presiding Judge of the

Appeals Chamber designated himself Pre-Hearing Judge in the present case ("Pill"). t93 

19 October 2001, the PHI issued an order setting 24 September 2001 as the be~nning date

for the parties to agree on the contents of the record on appeal,w4 By decision rendered on

30 November 2001 19~ Judges Claude Jorda, Mohamed Shahabuddeen, David Hunt,

Faasto Pocar and Theodor Meron were assigned to the present case.

In accordance with the decision of the PFIJ dated 1 October 2001,t96 the Prosecution

fried its Appeal Brief on 29 October 2001.197 On 2 November 2001, the Prosecution filed an

urgent motion for authorization to exceed the page limit allowed for the Appellant’s Brief

and alternative request for extension of time.19s Upon realizing that its appeal brief

exceeded the number of pages allowed by the Practice Direction on the Length of Briefs

and Motions on Appeal, the Prosecution requested the Appeals Chamber to allow its brief

as filed on 29 October 2001 and, alternatively, to grant it an extension of seven (7) days

within which to file a new brief. By decision dated 30 November 2001, the PHI ordered the

Prosecution to file an Appellanrs Brief in accordance with the requirements set forth in the

Practice Direction within seven (7) days of the said decision)99 The said brief was fried on

7 December 2001.2(~:’ The Judges of the Appeals Chamber were informed by the Deputy

Registrar of the Tribunal, on 14 December 2001, that the Appellant’s Brief did not comply

m "Notice of Appear’, flied in English on 9/ul 2001
193 . ¯ . y .
I~ Ordonnance (DdszgJmtion d’un juge de la miae en dtat ena,.ppel) ", 26 Soptrrabcr 2001.

"’Order", 19 October 2,001.~gs "De~ision on the Composition of the Appeals Chamber in Cas~ No. ICTR-95-1A-A, 30 November 2001.
196 "Ddcision (demande de repor~¢ de d~lai~)", I October 2001,
197 u~ . ~,
A rrosec.utio n s Appeal Brief", film on 29 O~tolmr 2001 and "Corrizendum rdatiM~ re, rh ¯ ,~,I~ Brief’, filed on 29 October 200r,, filed in English on 30 n~.,.~t..., q’t~,, -.,, t.. me Pros~LlnOll S

cution s Urgent Motion for Authonsation to exceed the e Rmit
peg ’ ’ to the Prosecution s Appeal Briefand alternative Request fizr extension of " " ¯ ,a~ time, filed m English on 2 Novemb~ 2001.

"Decision (Respondent’s Motion for Translation and for Additional Time; Pros~’cution’s Urgent Motion for
Authorization to Exceed the Page Limit to the Pros~ution’s Appeal Brief and Altemativc Request for
EXtenSion of Time)", 30 November 2001.
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with the Practice Direction with regard to the number of words. In its Urgent Motion filed

on 19 December 2(101,201 the Prosecution explained that it dwelt on reducing the number of

pages in its brief without paying attention to the word count, and requested the Appeals

Chamber to grant the Prosecution an extension of time to file a brief in compliance with the

Practice Direction, which was attached to the Motion.z°~ The same day, the PHI noted the

p ¯ ,rosecution s failure to comply with the decision of 30 November 200i and stated that the

Appea/s Chamber would take appropriate disciplinary measures, if necessary and at the

right moment. IIe, however, stated that in order to avoid undue delay in the proceedings,

there was cause to allow the Prosecution to file the new brief attached to the Motion for an

Extension of Time L,imits.203

3. On 7 February 2002, Bagilishema filed his Respondent’s Brief in Response204 to

which the Prosecution replied on 25 February 2002.2°s Bagilishema then filed a Motion on

13 March 2002 requesting leave to file a rejoinder to the Prosecution’s Reply Brief.206 By

decision dated 20 March 2002, the PHI dismissed the said Motion.~07 Recalling that the

Rules do not provide for the filing of a rejoinder in respect of appeals against judgement,

the PHI pointed out that the Appeals Chamber may, at its discretion, allow the filing of a

written submission not provided for by the Rules, where such filing is warranted for a

proper determination of the appeal. In the instant case, as the Reply was still being

transhted, the Respondent had had no opportunity to apprise himself of the Motion and had

not shown that the filing of the Rejoinder was justified. Once the Brief in Reply was

translated into French,~-0s Bagilishema filed another motion seeking leave to file a rejoinder

20~ ,~’~oS~U"On ~ App~ BOer (reduced versioa)", filed Or, 7 Dgcemb~ 2001.
secution s Urge~tt Motioa for Exte~ion of Time to Ffl~, its Appeals Brief in Compliance with the

PractiCe~pr~.~.utio_.n,SAPl~l Brief (fitrther red ceAv,~,~,, -Directi°n on the L~ngth of Briefs and Motions on ApI~M, ffl~ in E 
:uec~s~o. (Pro.eeutitxa,s ur, gent mofi~ t~(:~ext:i~ion’o~fil~ Eng~. ,h 

tram to ZUe its appeals brief in compliance with the~tice direction on the length of briefs and "
,,"Respondent’s B " ~’ ~,, v......22__,, ~,. mo a__ons on ap~al), 19 December 2001.neI ......~,,,p,.,~t;, Paeo on 7 Vvbrn 2002 See ,,,, "~’ .............ary . aL.. ~., ,u, ugu uu Jnemowe e~ rdponae de17ntimd’, filed on 8 Fcbraary 2002 and the two "Corrigenda", filed on 13 and 14 March 2002.

2~ "Prosseution’s Reply Brief’, filed in/~rlglish on 25 February 2002.

"Motion for leave to produce a Rejoinder to the Prosecution’s Reply Brief’, filed on 13 March 2002.2~ "D~sion on the Motion for Le.,avs to produce a Rejoinder to the Prosecufion’s Reply Brief’,

20 March 2002.2t.W ..~,
.rosecution s Reply Brief", filed .in French on 11 April 2002.
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to the Prosecution’s Reply Brief on 23 April 2002,2°9 to which the Prosecution responded

on 1 May 2002.~1°/n its Decision of 23 200 211
May 2, the PIIl noted that in order to ensure a

fair trial, every party has the right to challenge the arguments put forward by the

Prosecution. In the instant case, however, he held, on the one hand, that Bagilishema had

had "tout le loisir de discuter les arguments soulev#s par le Procureur dana son M~moire

en rdponse" [all the time to address the arguments raised by the Prosecution in its Reply

Brief] and, on the other hand, that the Prosecution’s Reply did not contain any new

arguments relating to the main grounds of appeal. After emphasizing that Bagilisheraa had

tailed to show that filing the rejoinder was justified for a proper determination of the appeal,

and, after examining the document, considering that it was not necessary for the proper

conclusion of the appeal, the PHJ dismissed the second motion.

2. MQtions filed as_part of thA apoea!s Droeeexlings

4. The motions filed as part of the appeals proeeeAings raise several questions, which

the Appeals Chamber combined for consideration under the following headings:

~s.i.bility of the Prosecution’s Appeal P.rief

5, On 12 September 2001, Bagilishema filed a motion challenging the admissibilit-v of
,wthe Ptoseeution’s appeal, arguing notably on the ground, inter alia that it was too vague and

imprecise for him to understand the Prosecutor’s grounds of appeal and hence, to

adequately prepare his defence.212 Bagilishema submitted that such lack of specificity of the

~otmds of appeal was tantamount to a lack of grounds and that therefore, the Prosecution’s

Notice of Appeal did not "set forth the grounds" within the meaning of Rule 108(A) of the

R~es. On 24 September 2001, the Prosecution fried its Response in English and an

alternative request ~.eeking a suspension of the Briefing sehedu/e and an extension of

2o9 "Requite de l’lntimd en demande d’ "

ero~:ureur)", filed on 23 AvrU 2002, autorLmtion de produire une duplique at, m~moire en r’plique du
"’v"er/oseeution Response;~-’to the Respondent--s Second Motion for leave to file a Rejoinder". filed itt English
on I May 2002.21~ .Dc~cision (Requite en demande ’ ¯ 

Procureur), 23 May 2002.
d autor~at~on de produire une dttplique au Mdmoire en R~plique du

z~t2 September"Resp°ndcnt’s2001.M°ti’m to have the Prosecutor’s Notice of Appeal declared Inadmissible", filed on
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time.213 Subsequently, Bagilistmma wrote a letter to the Presiding ludge of the Appeals

Chamber, stating that he was unable to understand the Prosecution’s Response, as it was in

English.el4 By Dec::tsion dated 1 October 2001, the PHJ granted Bagilishema’s request and

ordered him to file his reply within seven (7) days after receiving the translation of the

Prosecution’s Response, which was expected by 8 October 2001 at the latest. 215 The PHJ

also fixed 29 October 2001 as the deadline for filing the Prosecution’s Appeal Brief,

without prejudice ’to the Appeals Chamber’s decision as to the admissibility of the

Prosecution’s Notice of Appeal.

6. On 26 Cote;bet 2001, the Appeals Chamber rendered its Decision.2~6 Considering

Rules 111 and 108 of the Rules, the Appeals Chamber took the view that the only formal

requirement under the Rules regarding the content of the notice of appeal is an enmneration

of the grounds of appeal and that in no case does the notice of appeal have to give details of

the arguments the parties intend to raise in support of the grounds of appeal. The Appeals

Chamber also held that it is the Appellant’s Brief that contains details of the grounds of

appeal. The Appeal~ Chamber therefore dismissed Bagilishema’s motion challenging the

dmisslbllity of the Proseeufioa’s Appeal Brief.

~___Translation ~nd exter~.~ion of daadlina.~,

7. Bagi~hema filed a motion for translation and additional time on 31 October2001,217

to which the Prosecution responded on 14 November 2001.21s On 30 November 2001, the

PI-U ordered the Pro.~ecution to file an Appellant’s Brief in compliance with the criteria set

forth in the Practice Direction within seven days from the date of the decision, and also

granted Bagilishema’s motion to the effect that the thirty-day time-limit for the filing of the

Respondent’s Brief, as provided for in Rule 112 of the Rules, should only start to run from

z~.~ "prOsecution Response to the Respondent’s Motion to have the Pzosecution’s Notice of Appoal declared

Inadmissible and Prosccation’s Alternative Request for a Suspension of the Briefing Schedule and for an
Extension of Timo", filed in EnzUsh on 24 Sentaml,~.~ 91"tnI
#.t4 1 ,~t _- - ~.l:-IA~lt4.t~,t~a. ,¢~vV&.Mr. Roux s letter to ti~e President of ICTR Appeals Chamber. 26 Septomb6,T 2001.
zts "’D~cision (de, mande de reports de dg/a/s " 10eto
:1~ ..... ~ .... ;J , bor 2001.pension tMouon to aavc the P " , ,~7, ...... . .. 2 ~’osecution s Notzc~ of Appeal Declared Inadm;s.,:|h1~V’ ")~: n,.~,.,~...~’,,
;l~ ..... ~ ..m sMotaou/or Translation and for Addxtional Time". file.xl on .ql netah,~ 9an~

erosceuuon Reslmn.,~¢ to the R n ’ " " - -- ..............,, espo dent s Molaon for Tmmlaraon of Documents and f, "Time , flied in English oa 14 Novc~nb~r 2001. or Extensions of
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the time the Registry served him and his Counsd with the French translation of the new

Appellant’s ]Brief, which was to be served on the Parties by 4 January 2002 at the latest.2~9

On 22 J’anu~xy 2002, Bagilishema filed a motion for extension of time,~° which the

PHI dismissed on 25 January 2002 on the grounds hhat it constituted an abuse of process

w~tbin the meaning; of Rule 73(E) of the Rules,z21 insofar as Bagilishema had already

brought the issues raised in his motion before the PHJ and the Appeals Chamber, which

issues were still under consideration by the Appeals Chamber.

9. On 12 Febn~ary 2002, the Prosecution filed an urgent motion for extension of time

and for leave of court to exceed the page limit allowed for the Proseoution’s Reply Brief,~2~

~o which Bagilishc~:~ responded on 20 February 2002.223 The PHI dismissed this motion on

21 F~bnmxy 2002 on the grounds that the Prosecution had failed to show good cause for an

extension of time aJ:Ld did not establish such exceptional cixcurastances as would justify its

exceeding the page ~imit set forth in the Practice Direction.224

c.(f~____Motions f0r~review

i0. On 12 December 2001, Ba~lishcma filed a motion for review of the Order rendered

by the PI~ on 30 November 2001.2~ He submitted that the parties’ filings should be

translated into both tanguagcs and that the deadlines allowed him should start to run only

from the time he was served with the French version of all documents intended for him. On

20 December 2001, the Prosecution responded to Bagilishema’s motion for review.2~6

219 "Dcci i
s on (Rospondcrtt s Motion for Translation and for Ad~tional Time; Prosccutlon’s Urgent Motion for

Authodsation to Exce~ the Page Lindt to the Prosecution s Appeal Brief and Alternative Request for
~xt~rtsion of Time)", 30 November 2001,
220 ~,,p.~ . , _

ponaent., s Motion for Supplementary, Time-Limit", filed on 22 January 2002.
~] "Dceaslon on the Rcspondcnt’s Motion for Extension of Deadlines", 25 Janum, y 2002.
~ "Prosccution’s Urgent Motion for an Extension of Time and¯ - , . . for Pernussion to Exceed theIts Reply Bncf’, fried m~ ,,~, . , English on 12 February 2002.

Page Limits in

"D¢cisionem°~re onen thcrep°nXeprosecution ~ ta reqt~te, s en urgence, du Procureur", filed on 20 February 2002...... Urgent Motion for an Extension of Time and " "Page Limits m its Re 1 . , for Pern~sszon to Exceed the,~ . p y ~.~nef’, 21 February 2002.

’1.Motion for a Rewcw of the Deczs, on by the Prcsldem of the Appeals Chamber", filed on 12 December

osecution Responses, to the Respondent’s Motion for a Review of the Pre-Heating Judge’s Decision of
30 Nov~r~bor 2001", filed in English on 20 December 2001.
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Bagilishema filed a second Motion for review on 21 December 2001,z~v challenging the

HJ s Declslon of i[9 December 2001, whereby the Prosecution was allowed to file its new

Appellant’s Brief ~tttachcd to the Motion for Extension of Time (filed on 19 December

2001).22s The Prosecution responded to Bagilishema’s second Motion for review on 4

January 2002.z~9

1 I. By Decision dated 6 February 2002,2~0 the Appeals Chamber reiterated that only a

decision that puts m.1 end to proceedings may be reviewed, and that in this instance, "neither

of the two decisions impugned by the Respondent in his ’motions for review’" put an end to

proceedings. The Appeals Chamber held that the motions for review should be viewed as

motions for reconsideration, and that such a motion for reconsideration should be brought

before the PHi who had rendered the decision, given that the Rules do not provide for

appeals to the Appeals Chamber against decisions rendered by the PILl. The Appeals

Chamber thus held that it was necessary to refer the motions to the PHI for consideration.

On 6 February 2002, the PHI dismissed the motions for review on the grounds that, in the

first motion, there were no exceptional circumstances to justify a rex~nsideration by the PHI

of his decision, and, moreover, Bagilishema had not demonstrated in his second motion the

existence of exceptional circumstances that would warrant a reconsideration by the PHI of

his decision. With regard to the argument relating to the inadmissibility of the Prosecution’s

Brief, the PHJ emphasized that it was possible for Ba#Iishema to advance, if necessary his

arguments in this connection in an addendum to his response to the Appellant’ s Brief.2~l

227 "Requ~t~ en demande de r~vision de l’ordotmance du Prdsident de la Chambre d’appel", filed on

21 December 2001.
P2,8 .~_ - . ~

t. ~c~]slorl (l"tOSecutiotl s Urgent MOtiOn for Extellsion of TJJ~te to File its A eals Bwith the Practice Direction on the Lonsth of Briefs ---, ~,,--, ...... pp rief in Coin ,lianceo "~, ,~u ~,,ouons on Appeal)", 19 Decem~,, "~ o~ , --ary of facts relating to filings on appeal"
Ptoscculion s Response to Rc*ponde’nt’s ~’equtte en ama~le "" , --, ,w.. a~ m~,ade Ia Chambre d appel d ; l Intlrad’;’. ’ . _ de rdvialon de l ordon.anee du Prds~de..,,, ,,~.: ........ - = . flied m English on 4 lanuarv 9_f~9 nt~.,~mnaon ttvtouons t,:~r Review of th,, D,, t~___.__, .... ,-y;~ -."v"...... -~,~mg Juage s Decisions of 30 November and 19 Deeembex2 ), 6 February 2002

v ~,,m¢ /.~ ox ~e Kules Of Procedurc and Evidence praying the Chamber to order

theMotion for a Review of the , ox me n’esment ot me Appeals Chamber’,’ 6 l~ebruary 2002. the
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~_. Motions fQr disclosure of evidence and for w/mess Wotection m~sures

12. On 12 December 2001, Bagilishema filed a motion requesting the Appeals Chamber

to order the Prosecution to disclose recordings of Broadcasts on Radio Muhabura to the

Defence.z~= The Prosecution filed its Brief in Response on 20 December 2001 and 28

January 2002.=s3 l~’.ecalling that under the provisions of Rule 68 of the Rules "it is the

Prosecutor who dctermirles ab initio whether an item of evidence is exculpatory or not," the

PHJ emphasized that the Appeals Chamber would intervene if Bagilishema could show that

the Prosecution had not fulfdled its obligations. The PHJ dismissed this motion on 6

February 2002 on the ground that it was unfounded and, in particular, because the

Prosecution stated that it did not have the evidence requested and that, in any event, the said

evidence showed no item of information that could be disclosed under Rule 58 of the

Rules}34

13. O11 8 March 2002, Bagilishema sought an order from the Appeals Chamber for

protective measures for potential Defence witnesses.23s The Prosecution filed its Response

on 22 March 2002,:’3~ and the Respondent filed a Reply thereto on 11 April 2002.237 By

Decision of 30 May 2002, the Appeals Chamber decided to defer consideration of the

motion for protection of Defence witnesses until the Prosecution’s appeal against acquittal

had been heard, #ven that Ba#lishema had requested the Appeals Chamber to have the said

witnesses called to testify pursuant to Rule 115 of the Rules.~3s

2~a "Requite article 73 du RPP ofin ql~e la Chambre ordonne au Procureur de comn~niquer ~ la IMfense les

cassettes d’enregistrements de la radio MMmbura", filed on I2 December 2001.
"Response to Respondcnt’s Motion under Rule 73 for an ordsr for Disclosure of Recordings of Broadcasts

on Radio Muhabma", ft]:~ in English on 20 De~mb~ 2001 and "Prosectltion’s Supplen~ntal Respondcnt’s
Motion under Rule 73 for an order for Disclosure of Recordings of Broadcasts on Radio Muhabura", filed in
En~h on 28 Janua~/2001
~’~ "Decision on the Motion for a Review of the Decision by the President of the Appeals Chamber; On the
Motion Pursuant to Ar6clc 73 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence praying the Chamber to order the
Prosecutor to Disclose to the Defence the Tapes containing the Recordings of Radio Muhabura; On the
Motion for a Review of the Decision by the Pr~i&nt of the Animals Chamber" 6 February 2002.
~.~, . . _ ,, ¯ TJ"~ ,

Motion for Ptot¢ctioa of Dcfcnc¢ Witnesses, filed on 8 March 2002.
"Prosecution Response to Appcllant’s (sic) Witness Protection Morion", filed in English on 22 March

2002.
2~ "R~plique de l’iatim~ ~z la r,fponse du Procureur (~ la requ~.tc en protection des t~moins ~z d~charge", filed
on 11 April 2002.
~s "Decision on Motions raised undcz Rule 1i5", 30 May 2002.
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e) ._Motions brought under Rule 1.15 of the Rules

14. On 8 March 2002, Bagjlisherna filed a Confidential Motion for Leave to file new

Evidence.2~9 The Prosecution responded to it on 22 March 2002.2~ On 25 Apt21 2002,241

Bagilishenm f~ed his Reply, to which the Prosecution filed an objection on 1 May 2002.9.42

Bagilishema fried a Supplementary Motion on 29 April 20022~3 for leave to file new

evidence in which he sought to adduce as additional evidence certain factual findings made

in the Trial Judgement of 21 May 1999 and the Appeal Judgement of 1 June 2001 in The

Prosecutor v. Kayishema and Ruzindana, The Prosecution filed a Response to this Motion

on 9 May 2002.~44 The Appeals Chamber decided on 30 May 2002 to defer consideration of

the motions brought under Rule 115 until after the hearing of the Prosecution’s appeal

against the acquittal of Bagilishema.2~ The Appeals Chamber considered that the issues

raised by Bagilisherna in the above-mentioned motions brought under Rule 115 would be

relevant to the Ptosscution’s appeal only if the Prosecution’s appeal against Bagilishema’s

acquittal could succeed in the Appeals Chamber. The Appeals Chamber held that it was

therefore appropriate to first hear the parties’ arguments relating to the Prosecution’s

appeal.

3. The Appeal Judgement.

On 3 July 2002 at the end of the appeal hearing held at the seat of the Tribunal in Arusha on

2 July 2002, the Appeals Chamber rendered its Judgement.246 In substance, the Appeals

Chamber unanimously dismissed the Prosecutor’s appeal, as well as Bagilisbema’s

z~9 "Confidential Motion for leave to File New Evidence", filed on 8 M~rch 2002 and "Supplement to the

Coafidcntial Motion for Submission of New Evidence", filed on 14 Maxeh 2002.240 "l~oseeulion’s Respons~ to Apl~llant’s (sic) Motion for Admission of Additional I~vid~nce", Fded in

~sh on 22 Match 2002.24~ "R~plique confutentie~le de l’intim~# ~ la r~ponse du Procureur ~ la requOte en prc#,¢entation d’dldowntu

nouveau", Rled on 25 April 2002.
24z "Prosecution’s Objection to the Respondent’s Reply on his Motion for Add/tional Evidence", falod in

English on 1 May 2002,
,,~2 "Supplementary Motion for Leave to File New Eviden¢~, filed on 29 April 2002

2~ ~ ¯ ¯ ~ . ’’Prosecution s Response to lhe Respond~ut s Additional Motion for Admission of New Evidence", filed in
English on 9 May 2002.
2~ "Decision on Motions :raised under Rule 115", 30 May 2002.
~4~ Judgement, The Prosecutor v. lgnace Bagilish~ma, Case No, ICTR-95-1A-A, 3 July 2002,
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arguments relating to the inadmissibility of the Prosecutor’s appeal and affirmed the

acquittal on all counts in the Indictmont’s.

ix
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ANNEX B: GLOSSARY

Notice of Appeal

Appellaut’s Brief

Rcspondent’s Response

Prosecution’s Reply

A. Filings, of the~

Notice of Appeal, filed in English by the Prosecution on

9 July 2002.

rroseeution s Appeal Brief (F~her reduced version)",

filed on 19 December 2001.

"Respondent’s Brief in Response", filed on 7 February

2002.

"Prosecut/on’s Reply Brief,’, filed on 25 February 2002.

Indictment

Hearings on Appeal

Bagilishema or Respondent

Appeals Chamber

Case No.; ICTR-95-1A.A

B. References re!attug to the

Amended Indictment in The Prosecutor v. lgnace

Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-T,

17 Septembex 1999.

Hearings on the arguments of the parties on appeal, held

on 2 and 3 July 2002.

Ignace Ba#lishema.

The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal

Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for

Genocide and Other Serious Violations of International

Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of

Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens responsible for genocide

and other such violations committed in the territory of

neighbouring States, between 1 January 1994 and

I3 December 2002



T

T(A)

Trial Judgement

Judge Gtiney’s Opinion

Prosecution or Appei[lant

Rules

Statute

International Tribunal or

Tribunal

ICTY

Case No.: ICTR-95-1A-A

31 December 1994.

Transcripts of trial proceedings in The Prosecutor v.

Ignace Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-T. All page

numbers referred to in this Judgement are those of the

unofficial and uncorrected English version.

Transcripts of the hearings on appeal held in Arusha on

2 and 3 Iuly 2002. All page numbers of the transcripts

of the hearings referred to in tiffs Judgement are those of

Document BL20702E.APPEAL.doc.

The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-

95-1A-T, Judgement, 7 June 2001.

Separate and Dissenting Opinion of Judge Mettmet

Otiney in The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagilishema, Case

No. ICTR-95-1A-T, Judgement, 7 June 2001.

Office of the Prosecutor.

Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Tribunal.

Statute of the Tribunal.

International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of

Persons Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious

Violations of International Humauitarian Law

Committed in the Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan

citizens responsible for genocide and other such

violations committed in the territory of neighbouring

States, between 1 January 1994 and 31 December. 1994.

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons

Responsible for Serious Violations of International
TY ___
nutaarntarian Law Committed in the Territory of the
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Former Yugoslavia since 1991.
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